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ABSTRACT 

Mass spectrometry-based gas-phase ion/ion reactions have grown considerably in the last 

decade. Their applications range from structural elucidation, instrument calibration, and spectral 

deconvolution. One field that has been amenable to these methods is proteomic studies. Proteins 

and peptides have grown as candidates for biomarkers and vaccines. Proteins are vastly different 

with mass ranging from 1 kDa to well over 1 MDa and various types of post translational 

modifications. The structural heterogeneity that proteins can exhibit demonstrates the need for 

high resolution mass spectrometry methods.  The combination of native mass spectrometry and 

soft ionization sources allow for preservation of structures seen in solution as analytes enter the 

gas phase. By developing methods that probe these structures, the information gathered can be 

related to the native structures in solution.  Here I show, gas phase ion/ion reactions that can be 

utilized for location of salt bridge structures, gas-phase crosslinking of homo and heterodimer 

protein complexes, and mass determination of large (>800 kDa) protein complexes. These methods 

allow for greater control, faster data acquisition, and minimal sample preparation. These methods 

were developed on modified Sciex TripleTOF 5600 and 4000 QTRAP tandem mass spectrometers. 
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 INTRODUCTION TO GAS-PHASE ION/ION 

CHEMISTRY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY 

Since its invention by J.J. Thomson and F.W Aston [1–3], mass spectrometry has grown to 

be one of the most versatile and robust analytical techniques available. Mass spectrometry has 

allowed for the analysis for a broad range of compounds and impacted a wide range of fields. In 

its simplest form, a mass spectrometry experiment consists of three segments: ionization of analyte, 

ion manipulation, and detection of analyte. These types of experiments are performed in different 

types of mass spectrometers across the world. Data is outputted as spectrum of peaks at different 

mass to charge (m/z) ratios. Here, experiments will be described that use mass spectrometry to 

understand the gas phase structures of proteins and peptides. 

1.1 Electrospray 

As the first part of a mass spectrometry experiment, the ionization of the analyte of interest. 

there are numerous techniques available. Some factors that influence the choice of ionization are 

compatibility with analyte, robustness, and information to be gained post-ionization. This work 

focuses on a variant of electrospray ionization (ESI) for numerous reasons that will be described 

below.   

1.1.1 History 

Prior to the “soft” ionization techniques available today, many ionization techniques were 

not amendable to ionization of proteins and peptides. Electron ionization (EI) was one of the first 

available ionization sources.[4–6] EI utilizes bombardment of the analyte by electrons to eject or 

capture an electron producing a radical cation or radical anion, respectively. Electrons are 

introduced into a sample by heating a filament and producing an electron beam.  Once the electron 

(𝑒−) encounters the analyte (𝑀), the reaction proceeds as shown for the formation of a radical 

cation (𝑀+⚫). (Eq 1.1)  

                                                       𝑀 + 𝑒− → 𝑀+⚫ + 2𝑒−                                           (1.1)  

EI exposes 70 eV kinetic energy electrons to the analyte which exceeds both the ionization 

energy and the thresholds of many bond dissociations such that fragmentation is likely to occur. 
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This type of ionization is most useful for the analysis of organic molecules because the 

fragmentation patterns are highly reproducible under typical conditions. This allows for 

compounds to be “fingerprinted” based on the fragmentation pattern observed.  Typically, EI is 

most useful for molecules with a mass less than 600 Da as the fragmentation patterns are relatively 

easy to interpret. Larger ions tend to fragment more extensively producing secondary fragments 

and convoluting spectra. This also prevents measurement of the mass of the intact ion, as there is 

little to no 𝑀+⚫  ion remaining. Another limitation of EI is that it requires molecules to be in the 

gas phase prior to ionization. These reasons make EI unsuitable for peptide and protein analysis as 

these compounds commonly have masses ranging from hundreds of Daltons to complexes with 

mass well over a 1 MDa and are thermally labile with low volatility. This has led researchers to 

develop ways to ionize larger molecules and maintain intact ions.[7, 8] Although there were 

numerous other ionization techniques that arose after EI, the breakthrough experiments were 

performed by Malcom Dole. Dole’s experiments used the first electrospray to nebulize polymer 

ions into the gas phase. In this process, Dole formed highly charged droplets containing the analyte 

and as the solvent evaporates, only gaseous analyte ions remain. These results were critical to John 

Fenn’s experiments who is credited with development of electrospray for use in biological mass 

spectrometry.[9] Fenn’s experiments with ESI and the parallel development of matrix assisted 

laser desorption ionization (MALDI) led to more ionization techniques typically coined “soft” 

ionization techniques.[10, 11] Soft ionization techniques have grown vastly since, with researchers 

combining aspects of multiple techniques with hopes to develop a universal ionization 

technique.[12] A universal technique is still a long way off, but it is necessary to understand the 

processes that drive ESI ionization and factors that can affect it.  

1.1.2 Ionization Mechanism  

To understand the types of ions one observes in a mass spectrum one must understand how 

ions entered the gas phase. Electrospray ionization has been well studied and can be separated into 

three stages; production of charged droplets containing the analyte of interest, removal of solvent 

due to evaporation, and production of gas phase ions from the droplet.[13, 14] Figure 1.1 shows 

a schematic of a generic ESI source in positive mode producing cations via one or more processes 

described below.  
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1.1.3 Taylor Cone 

In a generic electrospray set up, an electric field is established between a capillary holding 

a dilute solvent containing the analyte with a typical inner diameter of <100 µm and the orifice of 

the mass spectrometer. The forces of columbic attraction to the orifice and surface tension of the 

solvent cause the liquid at the end of the capillary to form an elliptical shape.  Once the voltage is 

applied and surface tension is overcome, at the very tip of the “cone” droplets will be ejected. This 

phenomenon is called a Taylor cone after it’s discoverer Sir Geoffrey Taylor.[15]  

To produce a Taylor cone, the electric field (E0) at the capillary tip must overcome the 

surface tension of the solvent containing the analyte. An electric field can be expressed by the 

equation 

𝐸0 ≈
4𝑉𝐶

[𝑟𝑐

(ln 8
𝑟𝑐 + ln 𝑥0)]⁄

⁄

≈
2𝑉𝐶

[𝑟𝑐 ln
4𝑥0

𝑟𝑐
]
 

(1.2) 

 

where VC is the applied potential, rc is the outer radius of the capillary and x0 is the distance between 

the tip of the capillary and the orifice. The electric field needed to ionize a sample can be defined 

as  

𝐸0 = [
2𝑇 cos 𝜃

𝜀0𝑥0
]

1
2⁄  

(1.3) 

Where T is the surface tension of the solvent, θ is the half angle of the Taylor cone, and ε0 is the 

permittivity of the liquid. By combining equation 1.1 and equation 1.2 one can relate voltage 

applied (Von) to produce an electrospray. This is shown in Equation 1.4.  

𝑉𝑜𝑛 = [
𝑟𝑐𝑇 cos 𝜃

2𝜀0
]

1
2⁄ ln(

4𝑥0

𝑟𝑐
) 

(1.4) 

The Taylor cone produced shown in Figure 1.1 ejects charged droplets. As these droplets move 

through the atmosphere towards the orifice of the mass spectrometer. As these droplets move 

through air the solvent will evaporate and the charge will build up causing coulombic fission 

producing smaller droplets. This phenomenon is dictated as droplets approach the Raleigh limit 

which is described as  

𝑞 = 8𝜋(𝜀𝑇𝑅3)1 2⁄  
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(1.5) 

Where q is the charge of the droplet and R is the radius of the droplet. These droplets will undergo 

coulombic fission and produce smaller progeny droplets which will repeat this process until the 

analyte enters the gas phase.[16, 17] 

Models  

There are several models that are theorized to govern the process for ions entering the gas 

phase. The charge residue model and the chain ejection model are well received models that 

provide explanations for the types of ions witnessed after electrospray ionization.[18] The charge 

residue mechanism (CRM) theorizes that as droplets evaporate charges are deposited onto the 

nonvolatile analyte. It is proposed that proteins that are ionized under native conditions, maintain 

the native structure when undergo ionization. This model assumes there is one analyte per droplet 

and that the available charge is dictated by the Raleigh stability limit. The chain ejection model 

(CEM) is used to explain the ejection of unfolded polymer chains such as denatured proteins. In 

CEM, the proteins are elongated and as the solvent evaporates the analyte leaves droplet while 

withdrawing charges from the droplet. The combination of these two models called the combined 

charged residue field emission model, can be used to explain the differences of observed charge 

states between unfolded or denatured proteins and proteins with maintained native structures.[19]  

Another factor that can affect this process is the radius of the droplet formed. This has motivated? 

research into discovering ways to reduce droplet size by reducing the size of the electrospray 

source.  

1.1.4 Nanospray 

By reducing the radius of the capillary used in electrospray there are several benefits 

provided. The first improvement is a reduction voltage required to achieve the same electric field 

needed to induce a Taylor cone.[20, 21] This allows for lower voltages to be used to ionize 

analytes. There have also been studies that have shown a higher tolerance to nonvolatile salts that 

may contaminate samples.[22] For experiments described here dual nanoelectrospray (nESI) 

emitters are used consisting of borosilicate capillary tips with one emitter used to produce cations 

and the other to produce anions.[23, 24] Tips were pulled using a Flaming/Brown micropipette 
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puller (P-87, Sutter Instrument Co., Novato CA) to an outer diameter of ~10 µM. The emitters are 

pulsed sequentially using applied voltages of 12-24 kV. Protein concentrations were typically 10 

µM in either 150-200 mM ammonium acetate for native conditions or 50:50 H2O: Methanol 

(MeOH) with 1-5% acetic acid for denaturing conditions. Reagent concentrations typically were 

in the micro to sub millimolar range to have adequate number density for the reactions described 

below.  

1.2 Mass Analyzers 

Similar to ionization, instrumentation has grown significantly in the last three decades with 

many of these advances leading to improved mass analyzers. There are numerous developments 

in instrumentation that have led to improved analysis of proteins and protein complexes. Below 

are descriptions of developments that have relevant to the instruments used for many of the 

experiments detailed.  

1.2.1 Quadrupoles  

The most common mass analyzer is the quadrupole. Quadrupoles have the capabilities to 

trap, filter, and analyze ions making them some of the most versatile analyzers available. The 

experiments described here make use of a linear quadrupole ion trap (LIT).[25, 26]  

Design 

Quadrupoles consist of four parallel metal rods. These rods are typically cylindrical as an 

approximation to the ideal hyperbolic shape. There are other examples of ‘multi-pole” designs, 

such as hexapoles and octupoles, that are sometimes used as ion transmission devices.  However, 

they do not offer as much flexibility for ion isolation and manipulation as do quadrupole LITs.  

Therefore, in the experiments discussed below a quadrupole design is used.[25–27]  

Ion Trapping and Stability  

Quadrupoles have the capability to store ions in theory for an infinite amount of time. 

However, ion molecule reactions and collisions with background gases will deplete ion population 

over time. Ion storage is possible by applying DC or RF potentials to electrodes placed at the ends 
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of the quadrupoles. Ions in a quadrupolar field have a defined motion that can be determined by 

the Mathieu equation.[28, 29] There are two types of potentials that can be applied to quadrupoles 

for experiments described below. RF potentials and DC potentials allow for stabile transmission 

of ions and ion isolation. For a given set of rods of inscribed radius, ro, only certain combinations 

of RF and DC potentials result in stable ion motion within the quadrupole array.  It is convenient 

to relate the operating conditions of a quadrupole array in terms of the dimensionless quantities 

‘q’ and ‘a’, which are proportional to the RF and DC amplitudes, respectively.  The q value for an 

ion can be determined using  

𝑞 =
4𝑒𝑉

𝑚𝑟𝑜
2𝛺2

 

(1.6) 

where m is the mass of the ion, V is the RF potential applied, ro is the radius of the trap, Ω is the 

radial frequency of the RF potential, and e is the elementary charge. The a-value can be derived 

using  

𝑎 =
8𝑒𝑈

𝑚𝑟𝑜
2𝛺2

 

(1.7) 

where U is the DC potential. The combinations of q- and a-values that lead to stability in both the 

x-and y-dimensions are summarized in the so-called Mathieu stability diagram shown in Figure 

1.2. By manipulating q- and a- values it is possible to isolate ions of interest to perform tandem 

MS experiments also known as MSn.[30, 31] In Figure 1.2, the colored region indicates the a- and 

q-values where ions are stable and overlap so ions are stable in both dimensions. There are 

additional regions of overlap but this region is the most used. Mass and q values are inversely 

related so as the q value increases the smaller the mass until the boundary of q = 0.908 where ions 

lose stability. The m/z-value where q = 0.908 is commonly referred to as the low mass cut-off 

(LMCO).  

Ion Isolation 

By neglecting to apply a DC potential, the a-values equate to zero allowing a wide range 

of m/z to be stable. This allows operators to take advantage of the narrowing shape of the stability 

region as a-values are increased. Increasing a-values reduce the mass range and limit which ions 
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are stable within the LIT. If an ion with a particular m/z has a q-value of 0.706, the a-value can be 

raised to 0.237.  This would reduce the range of m/z values to a single m/z that would remain in 

the trap. This known as RF/DC isolation and is commonly employed in the experiments detailed 

below.  

Mass Analysis and Detection  

Ions are typically analyzed using a quadrupole by one of two methods: the first method 

takes advantage of the boundary of the q value at 0.908. By ramping the rf potential with no DC 

applied (a =0) ions are ejected linearly towards the detector. The second detection method which 

is utilized in Sciex instrument described below is known as mass selective axial ejection or 

MSAE.[32] This technique takes advantage of the fringe fields. These fringe fields are caused by 

the lenses used to trap ions in a linear ion trap these fields cause a cone of reflection. Ions are 

excited radially and once the overcome this cone they are ejected. This process is mass selective 

as ions come into resonance with the increasing rf potential. Ions are ejected from smallest m/z to 

largest towards an electron multiplier detector. For the experiments detailed below using a 

quadrupole as a mass analyzer, MSAE is utilized as the detection method.  

1.2.2 Time of Flight  

Another common mass analyzer is the Time of Flight (TOF) mass analyzer. It can be 

considered one of the simplest mass analyzers and offers a theoretically unlimited mass range.[33] 

This mass analyzer was first proposed by William Stephens in 1946.[34] TOF has undergone a 

number of important developments in recent decades that enable moderately high resolution and 

excellent mass measurement accuracy.  As a result, these characteristics along with wide mass 

range have made TOF mass analyzers the workhorses of native mass spectrometry, which involves 

the generation of large protein complexes at relatively low charge[35]  

Design  

TOF mass spectrometers consist of three regions, the accelerator region the drift region 

and detector. Ions are accelerated to the detector region and separate based on mass as they move 

through the drift region towards the detector. The accelerator region provides ions with kinetic 
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energy and one of the requirements for high resolution is that the kinetic energy distribution be 

narrow. This ensures the ion population receive the same amount of kinetic energy as they move 

to the detector. As ions move through the drift region smaller ions will move with higher velocity 

than larger ions. This will cause for separation of ions and ions will arrive to the detector at 

different times. This allows for m/z to be determined via:  

𝑚
𝑧⁄ =

2𝑒𝑉

𝐷2
 

(1.8) 

Where V is the acceleration potential and D is the length ions travel after acceleration. Detection 

occurs on the order of microseconds making TOF mass analyzers a fast analysis technique. TOF 

mass analyzers have improved resolution with the addition of reflectron lenses. These lenses 

change the trajectory of the ion path by adding a repulsive voltage and reflecting ions to a detector.  

This offers a correction for wide kinetic energy distributions that can arise from differences in ion 

positioning. This also increases the path length ions travel to the detector and allowing for more 

separation of mass to charge ratios. More recently developed TOF mass analyzers contain multiple 

reflectron components offering further increased resolution.[36]  

1.2.3 Hybrid instruments  

Pairing mass analyzers together has allowed for more complex experiments to be 

performed. Coupling multiple analyzers allows experiments to take advantage of the merits of one 

analyzer and while offering characteristics of another. This has been especially helpful for tandem 

mass spectrometry.  For example, combining multiple quadrupoles to form a uniquely capable 

instrument to perform challenging experiments with high reproducibility.[37] TOF systems are 

also coupled to other mass analyzers including Multi TOF instruments and quadrupole TOF.[38–

40] There are numerous other examples of pairings of mass analyzers. Here two instruments will 

be discussed as they will be utilized in some capacity for all the experiments below.  

Sciex 4000 Triple Quadrupole  

Triple quadrupoles (QqQ) are the most frequently used tandem mass analyzers.[25, 26, 41] 

Generally, these instruments are configured where the first quadrupole (Q1) acts as a mass filter 

to isolate a particular ion of interest. The second quadrupole (q2) acts a collision cell containing 
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an inert gas such argon or nitrogen. The gas molecules collide with the analyte to produce fragment 

ions. This process will be discussed in greater detail below. The third quadrupole (Q3) is typically 

a linear ion trap where tandem MSn takes place followed by analysis  

Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of the triple quadrupole which has been modified to perform 

ion/ion reactions. The ionization source consists of two nanospray emitters to sequentially generate 

cations and anions. The q2 collision cell acts as a reaction chamber by possessing the ability to 

store both anionic and cationic species simultaneously. This is accomplished by auxiliary RF 

potentials applied to the lenses denoted as IQ1 and IQ2 to allow for mutual ion polarity storage.[42] 

Sciex 5600 TripleTOF  

A hybrid instrument that takes advantage of the higher resolution and mass range of the TOF 

relative to a quadrupole mass filter is the quadrupole time of flight instrument (Q-TOF).[39] These 

instruments combine two quadrupoles of a triple quad instrument with a TOF mass analyzer. This 

instrument allows for MSn analysis and higher resolution than a triple quadrupole experiment. A 

schematic of the instrument used for many of these experiments is shown in Figure 1.4 It also has 

similar modifications as the Sciex 4000 instrument described above.  The major difference is the 

use of a TOF mass analyzer (Sciex 5600) versus a quadrupole mass filter (Sciex 4000).[24]  

1.3 Tandem MS 

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS or MSn) is a technique that has been developed to 

further interrogate the ions introduced into a mass spectrometer. Since the discovery of metastable 

ions in 1947, scientists have expanded the boundaries of what can be determined from probing an 

ion.[43–45] The applications and scope of tandem mass spectrometry is a wide and expansive 

topic, the list below is not comprehensive. The most common activation technique used for 

MS/MS of proteins and peptides is collisional activation.[46, 47] There are multiple types of 

collisional activation (CAD/CID) that will be described below. Other techniques such as surface 

induced dissociation (SID)[48] and higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD)[49–51] are also 

frequently utilized in protein analysis but are discussed elsewhere. There are other activation 

techniques that include photodissociation such as ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) and 

infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) and electron-based electron transfer dissociation (ETD) 
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and electron capture dissociation (ECD).[52–54] Occasionally dissociation techniques will be 

combined to increase the structural information that would be obtained with a single dissociation 

technique alone. 

1.3.1 Collisional Activation 

1.3.2 Ion Trap CID 

Ion trap collisional induced dissociation (IT-CID) takes advantage of an ion’s secular 

frequency when stored.[45, 46] By applying a voltage at this frequency, ions of a particular m/z 

will come into resonance and move from the center of the trap. This motion will induce collisions 

with the bath gas.  For the experiments described below, this gas is nitrogen. These collisions will 

deposit energy into the ion and this internal energy will be redistributed and cause bond 

dissociation. By increasing the amplitude of the applied voltage, other ions can experience off 

resonance excitation. This technique can also be used for isolation as ions can be ejected from the 

trap. The timescale for these dissociations is on the order of milliseconds in the linear traps 

described above. 

Beam-type CID 

Collisional induced dissociation can also occur during ion transmission in space. An 

example of this is beam-type collisional induced dissociation (BT-CID), which occurs by varying 

the rod offset voltage between two sets of quadrupoles.[55] This can increase the number of 

collisions between the analyte and the bath gas that take place in transit to the next quadrupole. 

This will deposit energy into the entire ion population producing fragment ions from all species in 

the trap. When combined with rf/DC isolation this technique allows a single ion to be probed after 

isolation for a MS/MS experiment. Typically, this causes fragmentation on the microsecond time 

scale and can result in higher energy pathways becoming available. This can cause fragmentation 

patterns to vary when comparing two activation techniques such as IT-CID and BT-CID.  

Dipolar Direct Current CID  

Another technique that uses collisions with the bath gas to induce fragmentation is dipolar 

direct current CID (DDC CID). DDC CID is a broadband activation technique that takes advantage 
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of a potential between the rods of an opposing pair of rods in a quadrupole mass analyzer.[56] 

Shown in Figure 1.5 where one pair of rods are coupled and maintain a DC potential denoted as 

“Ref” indicating the reference voltage. The other pair of rods are set to opposite yet equal potentials 

from the reference voltage. This causes the entire ion population to be displaced from the center 

of the trap. The displacement leads to an increase in collisions with the bath gas, raising the 

temperature of the ions related to the difference in potential shown in Equation 1.8 

𝛥𝑇𝑘 =
𝑚𝑔𝛺2𝑟𝑜

2

24𝑘
(
𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐶

𝑉𝑅𝐹
)2 

(1.9) 

Where mg is the mass of the bath gas, Ω is the drive frequency, ro is the radius of the ion trap, k is 

the Boltzmann constant. The raise in temperature is due to the displacement of the ions and the 

ensuing rF heating as ions move closer to the rods. This displacement can be estimated using 

equation 1.9  

𝑟𝑒 =
𝛺2𝑟𝑜

3

4𝑒
𝑚

𝑧⁄
𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐶

𝑉𝑅𝐹
2  

(1.10) 

Which shows a limit related to higher mass to charge ratios. This can be shown by rearranging 

equation 1.9 the high mass limit can be determined shown in equation 1.10 

 

𝑚
𝑧⁄ (𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡) =

4𝑒

𝛺2𝑟𝑜
2

𝑉𝑅𝐹
2

𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐶
 

(1.11) 

This activation technique can be performed with trapped ions and ions in transmission and is 

available on the Sciex TripleTOF in Q0 and q2 quadrupole mass analyzers.   

1.3.3 Peptide Fragmentation  

As the 20 amino acid residues combine to form peptides and proteins there are an 

immeasurable number of structures they can adopt. To probe these ions’ structures, the activation 

techniques described above can be utilized to induce fragmentation.[57] This fragmentation occurs 

in a predictable fashion in part to many residues having different masses.  This predictable nature 

allows for a nomenclature to be developed.[58] This gives scientists the ability to determine the 
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identity of fragment ions and ultimately the identity of the peptide or protein and convey those 

results universally. The nomenclature is shown in Figure 1.6 with blue dashed lines representing 

fragments seen when using activation techniques denoted as an-, bn-, and cn- when the charged 

fragment contains the N terminus and xn-, yn-, and zn- when the charged fragment contains the C 

terminus and n represents the residue number from intact terminus. The letter indicates the specific 

bond that has been broken.  For example, if the amide bond is broken, the resulting fragments can 

be characterized as b- or y- ions.  Under typical collisional activation conditions, peptides fragment 

and form b- and y ions while photoactivation and electron-based dissociation can result in a-, and 

x-, ions and c-, and z- ions respectfully. There is much work investigating improvements to 

fragmentation efficiency to increase peptide characterization with work investigating novel 

activation techniques, combining several dissociation methods, and increasing resolution to 

distinguish products. To this date, no activation technique is perfect for every analyte. Combining 

activation techniques and ion/ion reactions has shown promise as changing the ion type, charge, 

or covalently modification can result in more information than tandem mass spectrometry 

alone.[59] 

1.4 Ion/ion Reactions 

With electrospray providing the ability to produce multiply charged ions, gas-phase ion/ion 

reactions have allowed mass spectrometry a seemingly limitless method to manipulate ion and ion 

types to obtain new information from various analytes. After development on a 3-D ion trap, gas-

phase ion/ion reactions were later performed on linear ion traps and hybrid instruments.  Ion/ion 

reactions manipulate ion charge state or type by reacting oppositely charged species inside a mass 

spectrometer. There are numerous ion/ion reactions available to scientists such as proton transfer, 

electron transfer, complex formation, metal transfer, and covalent modifications This is not a 

trivial experiment, and it requires optimization of instrument parameters as well as solution 

conditions depending on the goal of the experiment. These reactions typically require some 

modification to instruments to generate and store oppositely charged ions. This has given rise to 

new methods that incorporate gas-phase ion/ion chemistry to obtain comparable results with faster 

throughput than solution-based derivatization and reduce spectral complexity.  
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1.4.1 Mutual storage of oppositely charged ions 

The modifications necessary to perform ion/ion reactions are shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 

of both Sciex 4000 and TripleTOF respectfully.[24, 42] In a typical ion/ion reaction experiment, 

the analyte, for simplicity being indicated as a multiply charged cationic species, will enter the 

mass spectrometer, and undergo RF/DC isolation in Q1. Afterwards, the remaining ions are cooled 

and transferred into q2 where they are stored. Next, anions are generated and undergo a rf/DC 

isolation upon injection into Q1 and the reagent species is transferred to q2. The lenses on the ends 

of q2 have an auxiliary rf potential to store ions of both polarities. Mutually storing both ion 

polarities allows for reactions to occur. The thermodynamics of an ion/ion proton transfer reaction 

between a multiply charged cation and are dictated by the following equation:[60] 

𝑀𝐻𝑛
𝑛+ + 𝐴1 → 𝑀𝐻(𝑛−1)

(𝑛−1)+ + 𝐴𝐻 

(1.12) 

Ion/ion reactions are especially useful in comparison to ion/molecule reactions due to the 

long-range interactions that are accessible to ion/ion reactions. These interactions are dictated by 

Equation 1.12  

𝐸 =
−𝑧1𝑧2𝑒2

𝑟
 

(1.13) 

Where E is the long-range interaction, z1 and z2 are the unit charges of the ions and r is the distance 

between the two ions. These long rang interactions are charge dependent. Ion/ion reactions are 

also expected to be exothermic due the differences between proton affinity of the anion compared 

to an ion/molecule reaction. This reaction is especially useful in congested spectra where multiply 

charged ions can overlap with another species and by reducing the charge of one species the m/z 

will change. This will remove the spectral overlap and assist in deconvoluting spectra. In cases 

where both cationic and anionic species are large and multiply charged there is a propensity of 

gas-phase ion/ion reactions to result in an electrostatic complex formed once ions reach a stable 

orbit. These reactions that lead to complex formation have general reactions shown in Equation 

1.13 

(𝑀 + 𝑛𝐻)𝑛+  +  (𝑌 𝑚𝐻)𝑚 −  → (𝑀 + 𝑌 + (𝑛 − 𝑚)𝐻)(𝑛−𝑚)+ 

(1.14) 
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These complexes can be long lived and stable but when energy is deposited into this system via 

CID covalent reactions can be performed if necessary.  

1.4.2 Gas-Phase Covalent Modification  

Peptide and protein derivatization has become commonplace in proteomic analysis to assist 

with ionization efficiency, quantification, and characterization. These reactions are typically 

solution based and can take a long time compared to the timescale of a MS experiment. In some 

instances, ion/ion reactions have allowed these reactions to take place inside the mass spectrometer 

on the faster timescale.[61–64] There are some prerequisites for a covalent modification such as a 

stable orbit, reactants have to possess a polarizable “sticky” site (typically sulfonate or quaternary 

ammonium groups), and a reactive site for chemistry to occur. If these requirements are not met 

in most cases a competing reaction (e.g., proton transfer reaction) will occur as opposed to covalent 

modification. These gas phase covalent modifications have allowed derivatization to occur on the 

time scale of a typical mass spectrometry experiment.  

1.4.3 Applications 

The ability to form electrostatic complexes, perform gas-phase covalent modifications and 

proton transfers has led to new methods developed for proteomic analysis. Early work 

demonstrated the ability to modify peptides using 4-formyl-1,3-benzenedisulfonic acid (FBDSA) 

to modify unprotonated amine groups on synthetic peptide.[65] Sequential activation of this 

complex resulted in a Schiff base reaction occurring in the gas-phase which can give enhanced 

peptide fragmentation. Another common reagent used in gas phase ion/ion reactions are n-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters and hydroxybenzotriazole esters (HOBt) typically containing a 

charge site (sulfo-, quaternary amine). These reagents have shown varying degrees of reactivity to 

mostly unprotonated amines and side chains of other residues in the past.[61, 62, 64] These 

reagents have been used to covalently modify peptides giving insight into charge site localization. 

When homo-bifunctional reagents were used, crosslinking reactions of peptides in the gas-phase 

were feasible. This allowed a reaction that is performed in solution to be performed in the gas 

phase with similar results.[66, 67] Proton transfer reactions have also been utilized to reduce the 

charge of proteins in to drive residue dependent cleavages.[68] Other reactions include metal 
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transfer for preferential cleavage of cyclic peptides which are difficult to obtain sequence 

information and many more.[69, 70]  

1.5 Conclusions 

Gas-phase ion/ion reactions have added a number of novel capabilities to biological mass 

spectrometry. They are now being incorporation in a variety of commercial instrument platforms. 

The groundwork that allows for these reactions is the development of ionization sources capable 

of soft ionization and formation of multiply charged ions. The development of highly capable 

instruments has also permitted the analysis of proteins and peptides.  This works seeks to continue 

to incorporate ion/ion reactions into proteomic analysis by applying relevant reactions to overcome 

deficiencies described below.  
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1.7 Figures  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Generic electrospray ionization set up 
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Figure 1.2 Mathieu stability diagram showing stability of ion in a quadrupolar field  
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Figure 1.3 A schematic of a Sciex 4000 QTRAP modified for ion/ion reactions  
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Figure 1.4 A schematic of a Sciex 5600 TripleTOF modified for ion/ion reactions 
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of the quadrupole mass analyzer along the x axis with DDC CID available 

on the Sciex 5600 TripleTOF in q0 and q2 
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Figure 1.6 A schematic of the nomenclature system of protonated peptides and proteins when 

activated in mass spectrometry  
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 GAS-PHASE ION/ION CHEMISTRY AS A PROBE FOR 

THE PRESENCE OF CARBOXYLATE GROUPS IN POLYPEPTIDE 

CATIONS 

The reactivity of 1-hydroxybenzoyl triazole (HOBt) esters with the carboxylate functionality 

present in peptides is demonstrated in the gas phase with a doubly deprotonated dianion. The 

reaction forms an anhydride linkage at the carboxylate site. Upon ion trap collisional-induced 

dissociation (CID) of the modified peptide, the resulting spectrum shows a nominal loss of the 

mass of the reagent and a water molecule. Analogous phenomenology was also noted for model 

peptide cations that likely contain zwitterionic/salt-bridged motifs in reactions with a negatively 

charged HOBt ester. Control experiments indicate that a carboxylate group is the likely reactive 

site, rather than other possible nucleophilic sites present in the peptide. These observations suggest 

that HOBt ester chemistry may be used as a chemical probe for the presence and location of 

carboxylate groups in net positively charged polypeptide ions. As an illustration, deprotonated 

sulfobenzoyl HOBt was reacted with the [M+7H]7+ ion of ubiquitin. The ion was shown to react 

with the reagent and CID of the covalent reaction product yielded an abundant [M+6H-H2O]6+ ion. 

Comparison of the CID product ion spectrum of this ion with that of the water loss product 

generated from CID of the unmodified [M+6H]6+ ion revealed the glutamic acid at residue 64 as a 

reactive site, suggesting that it is present in the deprotonated form. 

2.1 Introduction 

Strong electrostatic interactions such as zwitterionic pairing between oppositely charged 

functional groups offer stabilizing effects to the secondary and tertiary structures of peptides and 

proteins. Such pairings can be classified as salt bridges (+ − +) or zwitterions (+ −). Determining 

the existence and location(s) of such interactions in a polypeptide is relevant to its three-

dimensional structural characterization. While amino acids in a zwitterionic state are known to 

exist in solution at neutral pH, their existence in the gas phase has previously been questioned [1]. 

However, there is growing experimental evidence that indicates that such charge separation is 

possible in the gas phase for systems as small as two amino acids [2, 3, 4]. Techniques used to 

elucidate the location and arrangement of salt bridges in the gas phase include computational 
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studies [5], ion mobility [6], ion spectroscopy [2], and interpretation of fragmentation via mass 

spectrometry [4, 7, 8]. Many of the experimental techniques rely upon some form of calculation 

to provide a precise prediction of zwitterionic structure. 

Calculations have been used to characterize the tendency of salt bridge formation involving 

particular amino acid residues. For instance, it is predicted that zwitterionic states for non-basic 

residues such as glycine are not favorable in the gas phase [1]; however, both experimental and 

theoretical research has shown that zwitterionic structures can be favorable for more basic residues 

such as arginine [3,9, 10, 11]. Of the residues capable of comprising salt bridges in the gas-phase 

(arginine, lysine, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid), the arginine side chain is established as the 

primary positively charged component of zwitterionic conformations [12]. The aspartic acid and 

glutamic acid side chains and the C-terminus act as negatively charged components [12]. The 

influence that these residues have on the conformational landscape has been the subject of 

examination [13]. In the case of small polypeptides, comparisons between theoretical and 

experimental data can be made. Unfortunately, due to conformational complexity of larger systems, 

ab initio methods are too computationally expensive to be extended to proteins. 

Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) provides a direct probe of an ion’s conformation 

via its drift time through a gas, which can be translated to a collision cross section (CCS). Research 

using this technique has demonstrated that the cross section of a protein is highly dependent on its 

charge state [14]. The dependence of CCS on protein charge state between has been attributed in 

part to conformational differences that arise from the loss of stabilizing electrostatic forces such 

as salt bridges and hydrogen bonds under the influence of the Coulombic field associated with 

multiple charging [15, 16]. Electrospray ionization (ESI), which tends to lead to multiple charging 

of polypeptides, is of particular utility for structural studies due to the possibility for the 

preservation of a least some elements of the native condensed-phase structure when ions are 

transferred to the gas-phase, provided the solution is not denaturing [17, 18, 19, 20]. IM-MS in 

conjunction with ESI has been particularly useful in the study of protein and peptide ion higher 

order structure. However, measurement of the CCS alone can neither provide detailed structural 

information nor information regarding chemical interactions within an ion. 

The fragmentation patterns of proteins and peptides resulting from various activation 

techniques in tandem mass spectrometry have been reported to be sensitive to the presence of 

zwitterionic pairing [21, 22, 23]. For example, unique neutral losses have been attributed to 
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zwitterionic interactions in dipeptides [3, 8]. However, such losses have not proved to be 

conclusive for larger polypeptide ions as other mechanisms might also account for them. Recently, 

Bonner et al. have shown that photoexcitation of net positively charged ions that can contain 

anionic sites, specifically carboxylates, lead to fragmentation analogous to that observed with 

electron-based dissociation techniques [7]. This technique directly probes for the presence of 

zwitterionic sites, by photoactivation of the ion. Other light-based activation techniques such as 

infrared multiple photodissociation spectroscopy also show the ability to directly identify the 

presence of zwitterionic interactions by revealing unique vibrational signatures of the carboxylate 

functional group. These approaches that directly activate the carboxylate functionality appear to 

be useful for determining the presence of zwitterionic interactions. 

In this work, we evaluated the possibility that functional-group selective ion/ion reactions 

might serve as chemical probes for the presence of carboxylate groups in polypeptide cations. Prior 

work has shown that N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters can serve as reagents for gas-phase 

covalent modification of nucleophilic functional groups such as primary amines [24], guanidine 

[25], and carboxylates [26]. In the reaction between NHS esters and carboxylates, a labile 

anhydride bond is formed at the carboxylate. Subsequent collisional activation results in the loss 

of the modification and, nominally, a molecule of water. This reaction does not occur with 

carboxylic acids (i.e., the protonated form of a carboxylate) as the nucleophilicity of the acidic 

form is much less than that of its conjugate base. Similar to NHS esters, 1-hydroxybenzotriazole 

(HOBt) esters undergo gas-phase reactions with amine groups but with increased reactivity, as 

HOBt is a better leaving group relative to NHS [27]. While HOBt esters have not yet been 

demonstrated to react with carboxylates in the gas phase, their increased reactivity with primary 

amines relative to NHS esters suggested to us that they would also be more reactive with 

carboxylates. We therefore sought to determine if HOBt esters might be reagents that could 

indicate the presence of carboxylate groups in polypeptide cations. If acidic side chains or the C-

terminus were engaged in a zwitterionic interaction, the nucleophilicity of the site might be 

sufficient to displace HOBt and form an anhydride. Further interrogation of the modified 

polypeptide could then provide information regarding sites involved in the zwitterionic interaction. 
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2.2 Experimental  

2.2.1 Materials  

Reagent synthesis 

The hydroxybenzotriazole ester of 4-trimethylammonium butyrate (TMAB-HOBt) was 

prepared from a modified method based on synthesis of [3-(2,5)-dioxopyrrolidin-1- 

yloxycarbonyl)-propyl] trimethyllammonium [28]. 1.3 mg of (3-carboxypropyl) 

trimethylammonium chloride, 0.9 mg of HOBt, and 1.7 mg of DCC were dissolved in 1 mL 

acetonitrile each. Ten microliters of aliquot of each were combined and diluted 100× in acetonitrile. 

Sulfobenzoyl HOBt was prepared as previously shown [27]. The group conjugated to HOBt for a 

particular reagent ion was chosen to attach to the analyte ion polarity of interest. Sulfonate is 

appropriate for reactions with cations whereas TMAB is appropriate for attachment to anions. 

Peptide methyl esterification 

Peptide methyl esterification was performed as described previously [29]. Two molars of 

hydrochloric acid in dry methanol were prepared by combining 40 µL of acetyl chloride and 250 

µL of dry methanol. One milligram of YGRAR was dissolved in 100 µL of this solution and 

allowed to react for 2 h. The solution was lyophilized and reconstituted to make a peptide solution 

as described above 

Carboxyl O18 Labeling  

O18 labeling was performed according to a previously published procedure [30]. Briefly, 

1 mg of peptide was dissolved in 200 µL H2 18O with 1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid. The solution 

was allowed to react at room temperature for approximately 3 days and lyophilized to dryness. 

The peptide was reconstituted in 50:50 (v/v) water/methanol and diluted to a final concentration 

of 100 µg/mL. 
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2.2.2 Mass Spectrometry  

Experiments were performed using a QTRAP 4000 hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion trap 

or a TripleTOF 5600 System (SCIEX, Concord, ON, Canada). Both instruments were previously 

modified to perform ion/ion reactions [31, 32]. Anions and cations were sequentially injected via 

alternatively pulsed nano-electrospray ionization (nESI). First, cations are injected, isolated in Q1, 

and transferred and stored in q2. Next, reagent ions are injected, isolated in Q1, and transferred to 

q2 [33]. The ions were mutually stored in the q2 reaction cell for 100–1000 ms [31, 34]. In the 

case of experiments performed on the QTRAP, reaction products formed in q2 were transferred to 

Q3 where they were subjected to MSn using resonance excitation ion trap CID and analyzed by 

mass selective axial ejection (MSAE) [35, 36]. For experiments performed on the TripleTOF 5600, 

products were subjected to CID in q2. Fragment ions were back transferred to q1 for isolation, 

sequentially transferred to q2, and mass analyzed via orthogonal time-of-flight (TOF) 

2.3 Results and Discussion  

We begin by demonstrating the reactivity of HOBt esters with carboxylate groups using the 

same model peptide anion that was used to establish carboxylate reactivity with NHS esters. We 

then describe results based on the model peptide YGRAR to examine the reactivity of HOBt esters 

with carboxylate groups that might be engaged in zwitterionic structures in a polypeptide cation. 

We finish by describing results obtained with a small model protein (i.e., bovine ubiquitin) to 

provide evidence for the presence and location of a carboxylate in a multiply protonated 

polypeptide system. 

2.3.1 HOBt-TMAB and Ac-AADAADAA-Ome 

The doubly deprotonated peptide Ac-AADAADAA-Ome was reacted with the synthesized 

TMAB-HOBt reagent cation to demonstrate HOBt reactivity towards carboxylates in the gas phase. 

The peptide and reagent formed a long-lived electrostatic complex [M-2H+TMAB HOBt]- shown 

in Figure 2.1a. When the complex was subjected to CID, neutral HOBt (135 Da) was lost (Figure 

2.1b.), analogous to the loss of NHS from reactions with the TMAB-NHS ester cation described 

previously [27]. The newly formed species [M-2H+TMAB] species was subjected to collisional 
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activation, which resulted in production of [M-H-H2O]- shown in Figure 2.1c. The loss of HOBt 

indicates that a covalent reaction between the HOBt ester and the polypeptide anion takes place. 

(Note that quaternary ammonium cations react with carboxylates via alkyl cation transfer [37]. 

The absence of evidence for either proton or alkyl cation transfer indicates that the covalent 

reaction leading to loss of HOBt is, by far, the dominant process.) Fragmentation of the [M-

2H+TMAB]- anion generated from loss of HOBt to yield the [M-H2O]- product is fully consistent 

with the generation of an anhydride upon reaction with a carboxylate and the TMAB-HOBt ester, 

as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

2.3.2 Sulfobenzoyl HOBt and Ions Derived from YGRAR 

The pentapeptide YGRAR was chosen as a model system because it has two arginine 

residues and a single carboxylic acid group (i.e., the C-terminus) that can engage in the formation 

of a salt bridge or zwitterion. In a cold-ion UV-IR spectroscopy study that will be described in 

detail elsewhere, the dominant conformer of singly protonated YGRAR has been shown to lack a 

carboxylic acid group by virtue of the absence of the signature O–H stretch (free/hydrogen bonded) 

in the hydride stretch region, the absence of a carboxylic acid C=O stretch in the amide I region, 

and the presence of the antisymmetric COO− stretch in the amide II region [38]. This suggests that 

the C-terminus in this ion is deprotonated. The major conformer of doubly protonated YGRAR, 

on the other hand, showed the signature absorbances of carboxylic acid. We therefore focused our 

attention on the reaction of deprotonated sulfobenzoyl HOBt with doubly protonated YGRAR. 

Attachment of an anion to doubly protonated YGRAR results in a net singly charged ion 

population that can be comprised of a combination of structures with different charge partitioning, 

some of which can contain zwitterionic structures. The potential nucleophilic sites within a 

complex comprised of deprotonated sulfobenzoyl HOBt (SB-HOBt) and doubly protonated 

YGRAR that can react with the HOBt ester include unprotonated basic sites (i.e., the N-terminus 

or either of the guanidine groups) and a carboxylate group, if present. The ion/ ion product ion 

spectra for the reaction of deprotonated SBHOBt and all doubly protonated versions of YGRAR 

(i.e., unmodified, C-terminally 18O-labeled, methyl esterified, and N-terminally acetylated) 

showed abundant complex formation (e.g., [YGRAR+2H+SB-HOBt]+ ) as well as single proton 
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transfer to yield the [M+H]+ ion (see Figure 2.3 for the position/ion reaction spectra for the four 

forms of YGRAR mentioned above).  

Figure 2.4 compares the CID spectra of the SBHOBt complexes generated with doubly 

protonated versions of YGRAR (Figure 2.3a), methyl-esterified YGRAR (YGRAR-OMe, Figure 

2.3b), C-terminal 18O-labeled YGRAR (indicated as 18O-YGRAR with both C-terminal oxygen 

atoms exchanged for 18O with isolation of this ion prior to ion/ion reaction shown in Figure 4, 

Figure 2.3c), and N-terminally acetylated YGRAR (ac-YGRAR, Figure 2.3d). All four 

complexes show loss of intact neutral SB-HOBt, which reflects complexes in the activated 

population that underwent proton transfer, as opposed to covalent reaction. In the cases of YGRAR, 

18O-YGRAR, and YGRAR-OMe, however, there is also an abundant product generated by loss of 

HOBt, which reflects covalent bond formation in the complex. In the case of ac-YGRAR, on the 

other hand, no evidence for loss of HOBt is apparent. In ac-YGRAR, there are two nominal basic 

sites (i.e., the two arginine side-chains).  

In the doubly protonated species, both arginines are expected to be ionized. The sulfonate 

group of SB-HOBt is expected to form a strong electrostatic interaction with one of these sites. In 

order for the complex to have a net positive charge, an excess proton must be present on the other 

arginine and the C-terminus must also be protonated. Hence, there are no available nucleophilic 

sites to react with the HOBt ester (i.e., the C-terminus and one arginine are protonated and the 

other arginine is involved with the electrostatic interaction with the sulfonate group). Hence, no 

nucleophilic displacement of HOBt can occur to give rise to a covalent reaction. Unmodified 

YGRAR has three nominal basic sites (i.e., the N-terminus and the two guanidine side chains of 

the arginine Figure 2.5. Reaction between the carboxylate group in a doubly deprotonated Ac-

AADAADAA-Ome with deprotonation at both the aspartic acid side chains with a positively 

charged TMAB-HOBt) and one acidic site (i.e., the C-terminus). Upon attachment of a negatively 

charged sulfobenzoyl reagent to a doubly charged YGRAR, there are nine ways to partition charge 

among the acidic and basic sites to result in a singly charged ion. Three conformers involve the 

protonation of all of the basic sites, with one being associated with the sulfonate group of the 

reagent and the C-terminus being deprotonated. The six remaining conformers do not involve 

zwitterion formation (i.e., the C-terminus is neutral, see Figure 2.5). (The same situation prevails 

for the O18-labeled peptide.) In the case of the methyl-esterified peptide, only the six non-

zwitterionic combinations are possible. In all of the non-zwitterionic systems, one unprotonated 
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basic site (i.e., unprotonated N-terminus or an unprotonated arginine residue) is available to react 

with the ester. In the case of the zwitterionic systems, the only nominal nucleophile available to 

react is the deprotonated C-terminus.  

Figure 2.6 compares the ion trap CID spectra of the covalently modified ions derived from 

YGRAR (Figure 2.6a) and YGRAR-OMe (Figure 2.6b). The two spectra are similar in that the 

major product ions are consistent with covalently modified b3 and b4 ions (the indicates an increase 

in mass of 183 Da) which suggests covalent modification at either the N-terminus or the central 

arginine in the peptide. Given the lower proton affinity of the N-terminus relative to the guanidine 

side chain of arginine, it is likely that the main reactive site is the N-terminus. Furthermore, 

acylation of arginine leads to a dominant loss of 35 Da via a concerted loss of ammonia and water 

[39] when the covalent adduct lacks an alpha-hydrogen, as is the case here. There is a relatively 

small signal indicating the loss of 35 Da in the spectra of Figure 2.6a. There is also a mechanism 

for the loss of adduct plus 42 Da from peptides with acylated arginines [37], which is not observed 

in these peptides. Hence, relatively little reactivity associated with the arginine residues is apparent 

in either spectrum of Figure 2.8. A significant difference between the two spectra is the appearance 

of a product associated with the loss of 202 Da, corresponding to [M+H-H2O]+ , for YGRAR but 

not for YGRAR-OMe. The analogous experiment performed with modified O18-YGRAR (Figure 

2.7) showed a loss of 204 Da, which indicates that one of the oxygen atoms associated with the 

neutral loss arises from the C-terminus. The reaction between SB-HOBt and the carboxylate group 

of the C-terminus is shown schematically in Figure 2.10. The data of Figure 3 are consistent with 

unique reactivity for YGRAR relative to YGRAR-OMe with SB-HOBt. However, water loss from 

a peptide ion is hardly unusual and is generally less likely from a methyl-esterified peptide in any 

case. For this reason, we compared the CID spectrum of the nominal [M+H-H2O]+ ion generated 

via the ion/ion reaction process associated with Figure 2.11a (designated [M+H-H2O]+ i/i rxn) 

with that of the [M+H-H2O]+ ion generated from water loss upon CID of singly protonated 

unmodified YGRAR (see Figure 2.11b) (designated [M+H-H2O] + CID) 

Interestingly, the [M+H-H2O]+ i/i rxn species fragments almost exclusively via the loss of 

43 Da under ion trap CID conditions, whereas the [M+H-H2O]+ CID ion shows somewhat more 

diverse fragmentation with the dominant process leading to loss of 42 Da. The latter neutral loss 

species corresponds to carbodiimide (i.e., HN=C=NH). The loss of this species has previously 

been proposed to arise following water loss from peptide ions with a C-terminal arginine [40]. 
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Figure 2.12 reproduces the mechanism proposed for loss of carbodiimide following water loss 

from a peptide ion with arginine at the C-terminus. The loss of 43 Da from the [M-H2O]+ ion 

derived from the ion/ion reaction process corresponds to the loss of isocyanic acid (HN=C=O). A 

prominent loss of isocyanic acid has been reported to occur from peptide ions that have undergone 

citrullation [41]. In this case, we propose that this loss results from a rearrangement process 

involving a C-terminal arginine and the anhydride linkage at the C-terminus arising from the 

ion/ion reaction, as summarized in Figure 2.13. 

2.3.3 Sulfobenzoyl HOBt and YRARG 

The processes of Figures 2.12 and 2.13 are expected to be most likely when an arginine 

residue is present at the C-terminus and the oxygen of the water loss comes from the C-terminus. 

Experiments analogous to those described above for YGRAR were carried out for YRARG to 

reduce the likelihood for either NH=C=NH or HN=C=O loss. Doubly protonated YRARG was 

subjected to ion/ion reaction with deprotonated SBHOBt resulting in proton transfer and in the 

formation of an electrostatic complex, [YRARG+2H+sulfobenzoyl HOBt]+ , (see Figure 2.14(a)). 

This complex was subjected to CID forming the modified peptide [YRARG+2H+sulfobenzoyl]+ 

(see Figure 2.14(b)). CID of [YRARG+2H+sulfobenzoyl]+ complex generated a nominal [M+H-

H2O]+ product along with many others, most of which are consistent with a reaction at the N-

terminus. The formation of the [M+H-H2O]+ product suggests that at least some of the precursor 

ion population was composed of a zwitterion and that the carboxylate group reacted with SB-HOBt 

to generate an anhydride linkage at the C-terminus. Figure 2.15 compares the CID spectrum of 

the [M+H-H2O]+ ion derived from the ion/ion reaction process (designated [M+H-H2O]+ i/i rxn) 

(Figure 2.15a) with that of the water loss product derived from CID of the [M+H]+ ion (designated 

[M+H-H2O]+ CID) (Figure 2.15b). In this case, essentially no loss of 43 Da is observed from the 

ion/ion reaction product, in contrast with the analogous ion derived from YGRAR described above. 

The spectrum includes an abundant b3 ion and an abundant b4-42 ion, the latter of which is likely 

to arise from deguanidination of the residue 4 arginine to generate an ornithine side chain followed 

by cleavage C-terminal to the ornithine residue [42].  

This spectrum is quite distinct from that of the [M+H-H2O]+ CID ion. While many of the 

product ions are held in common, the relative abundances are dramatically different, which 
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indicates that these isomeric ions are of different structure or are comprised of mixtures of 

structures with different composition. We note that different mechanisms for the generation of 

[M+H-H2O]+ ions could, in principle, lead to a common structure or mixture of structures. 

However, at least in the cases of YGRAR and YRARG, the different mechanisms for nominal 

water loss from the precursor peptide do not lead to the same structure of set of structures. 

2.3.4 Sulfobenzoyl HOBt and Ubiquitin [M+7H]7+ 

The preceding results indicate that an ion/ion reaction can be sensitive to the presence of a 

carboxylate group in a net positively charged polypeptide ion.  

For the small model systems, however, the attachment of a sulfonate group to the cation 

could play a major role in determining the charge distribution within the ion/ion electrostatic 

complex. As the polypeptide ion increases in size and charge, the perturbation associated with 

attachment of the reagent anion is expected to decrease in relative importance. We therefore 

examined SB-HOBt chemistry with multiply protonated ubiquitin ions and summarize here the 

results derived from Figure 2.16. Process leading to loss of carbodiimide following water loss 

from a protonated peptide with a C-terminal arginine Scheme 2.4. Process leading to the formation 

of the [M-H2O]+ ion from the ion/ion covalent reaction followed by loss of isocyanic acid 

examination of the [M+7H]7+ ion.  

The reaction of singly deprotonated SB-HOBt with the ubiquitin [M+7H]7+ ion resulted in 

the attachment of the reagent anion to the protein ion as the dominant process (Figure 2.17(a)) 

and CID of the electrostatic complex predominantly gave rise to HOBt loss to give 

[M+7H+sulfobenzoyl]6+ with a minor degree of proton transfer to give [M+6H]6+ (Figure S 2.6(b)). 

Ion trap CID of the covalently modified protein (i.e., the [M+7H+sulfobenzoyl]6+ ion) yielded a 

variety of b- and y-type ions with and without the covalent adduct, as expected for modifications 

at neutral basic sites (Figure 2.17(b)).  

However, the base product ion peak corresponded to [M+6H-H2O]6+ with very little 

formation of [M+6H]6+. Figure 2.18 provides a full butterfly^ plot of the ion trap CID product ion 

spectra of the [M+6H-H2O]6+ ion derived from the ion/ion reaction process (positive abundance 

axis designated [M+6H-H2O]6+ i/i rxn) and the [M+6H-H2O]6+ ion derived from ion trap CID 

(negative abundance axis designated [M+6H-H2O]6+ CID). While both ion populations are 
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comprised of a mixture of structures, there are many similarities in the spectra and a few notable 

differences. The identities and relative abundances of most of the product ions in the two spectra 

are very similar. The differences between the two spectra are highlighted in Figure 2.19, which 

displays a subset of the data displayed in Figure 2.18. By examining complementary ion pairs, it 

is possible to narrow down the origins of the sites of water loss. For example, in the case of the 

[M+6H-H2O]6+ CID the complementary ion pair from cleavage of the D39-Q40 amide linkage is 

in the form of y37-H2O/b39, as opposed to y37/b39-H2O. For the complementary pair from D58-Y59 

amide bond cleavage, on the other hand, the dominant combination is y18/b58-H2O rather than y18-

H2O/b58. This places the origin of the water loss to be largely arising from the region spanned by 

residues Q40-D58 (see Figure 2.20). Comparable abundances of b52 and b52-H2O ions are 

observed, which is consistent with water loss taking place from more than one site but largely 

within the residue Q40-D58 span. The results for the [M + 6H-H2O]6+ i/i rxn is fully consistent 

with little water loss up to residue 40. However, comparable contributions from y18/ b58-H2O and 

y18-H2O/b58 indicate that there is a water loss site beyond residue D58 in many of the ions derived 

from ion/ion reaction. Of particular note is the presence of y12 ions (with very little y12-H2O) in 

both plots and a y13-H2O ion in the ion/ion reaction product data that is absent in the data from 

CID of the water loss peak derived directly from the [M+6H]6+ precursor. These results suggest 

that some of the ions lost a water molecule from residue 64, a glutamic acid. The findings described 

above for the model systems taken collectively with the comparison of Figure 2.19 lead us to 

hypothesize that the glutamic acid of residue 64 is reactive with SB-HOBt, at least for some of the 

structures in the precursor ion population. For the reactive structure(s), the glutamic acid at 

position 64 is thus likely to exist with a negative charge possessing sufficient nucleophilicity to 

lead to covalent reaction. We note that there may be other carboxylates within the ion that are not 

accessible to the reactive site of the reagent due to the restricted number and locations of reagent 

attachment sites. 

2.4 Conclusions  

The carboxylate group has been shown to react with triazole esters in the gas phase, in 

analogy with N-hydroxysuccinimide esters, via the reaction of the TMAB-HOBt cation with 

dianions of Ac-AADAADAA-Ome. A labile anhydride linkage is formed between the carboxylate 
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and the triazole ester. When a triazole ester is linked to a readily ionized group, it can be used as a 

reagent to covalently modify a carboxylate containing ion of opposite charge. In this work, we 

explored the possibility that a triazole ester ion might react with a cation that contains a carboxylate 

group. Such a scenario nominally prevails in zwitterionic/salt-bridged polypeptide cations. The 

nucleophilicity of a carboxylate group engaged in an interaction with one or more cations, however, 

may be significantly lower than that of a carboxylate in a net negative ion. Nevertheless, we 

demonstrate here that there is some reactivity using the dications of a series of modified and 

unmodified ions derived from the peptide YGRAR and deprotonated SB-HOBt. Upon CID of a 

peptide cation that is covalently modified at a carboxylate group, the anhydride linkage cleaves to 

generate a nominal [M+nH-H2O]n+ ion. The structure or mixture of structures that comprise this 

ion population may very well differ from the structure or mixture of water loss structures generated 

via CID of the corresponding [M+nH]n+ ion because the mechanisms of formation differ. The CID 

spectrum of [M+nH-H2O]n+ peak can be used to localize the site(s) of modification. The reaction 

of deprotonated SB-HOBt with the [M+7H]7+ ion of ubiquitin and subsequent CID of the [M+6H-

H2O]6+ i/i rxn ion led to the conclusion of carboxylate location at the glutamic acid at residue 64. 

The results indicate the potential for triazole esters as chemical probes that can be used to 

complement other approaches for the study of gas-phase zwitterion/salt bridge structures. 
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2.6 Figures  

 

Figure 2.1 Product ion spectra derived from (a) Ion-ion reaction between [Ac-ADAADAA-Ome-

2H]- and [TMAB-HOBt]+ (b) CID of complex [M-2H+(TMAB-HOBt)]- (c)CID of [M-

2H+TMAB]- Formation of the [M-H-H2O]- (indicated by the blue outline). 
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Figure 2.2 Reaction between the carboxylate group in a doubly-deprotonated Ac-AADAADAA-

Ome with deprotonation at both the aspartic acid side chains with a positively charged TMAB 

HOBt 
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Figure 2.3 Distribution of 18O heavy labeled [YGRAR+2H]2+ b) isolation of mass 

corresponding to the exchange of 2 heavy oxygens 
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Figure 2.4a.) Ion-ion reaction spectrum showing formation of a) [YGRAR+2H+Sulfobenzoyl 

HOBt]+  b.) [YGRAR-OMe+2H+Sulfobenzoyl HOBt]+  c.) [O18-YGRAR+2H+Sulfobenzoyl 

HOBt]+ and d.) [ac-YGRAR+2H+Sulfobenzoyl HOBt]+. 
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Figure 2.5 Ion trap CID of the complexes [M+2H+SB-HOBt]+ generated via ion/ion reactions 

between deprotonated SB-HOBt and doubly protonated (a) YGRAR, (b) YGRAR-OMe, (c) O18-

YGRAR, and (d) ac-YGRAR. (Shaded regions indicate where [M+2H+Sulfobenzoyl]+ would be 

formed.) indicates parent ion 
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Figure 2.6 Different charge site isomers of [M+2H+Sulfobenzoyl HOBt]+ 
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Figure 2.7 Reaction between the carboxylate group in a doubly-charged YGRAR with 

protonation at the N-terminus and both arginine residues with deprotonated SB-HOBt. 
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Figure 2.8 Ion trap product ion spectra obtained from the nominal [M-H2O]+ ions derived from a) 

ion/ion reaction between doubly protonated YGRAR and deprotonated SB-HOBt followed by 

loss of HOBt and b) CID of singly protonated YGRAR. 
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Figure 2.9 Ion trap CID spectrum of the [M+H+sulfobenzoyl]+of M= 18O-YGRAR shows the 

presence of [M+H-H218O]+ (shaded region) (  indicates a mass shift of 183 Da corresponding 

to the addition of Sulfobenzoyl). 
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Figure 2.10 Process leading to loss of carbodiimide following water loss from a protonated 

peptide with a C-terminal arginine. 
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Figure 2.11 a.) Ion-ion reaction between YRARG2+ (m/z 311) and Sulfobenzoyl HOBt- 

formation of the long-lived complex. b.) Shows the formation of [YRARG+ Sulfobenzoyl]+ 

after CID of the complex. 
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Figure 2.12  Ion trap CID spectrum of [YRARG+H+Sulfobenzoyl]+ shows the presence of 

[M+H-H2O]+ (shaded region) (  indicates a mass shift of 183 Da corresponding to the addition 

of Sulfobenzoyl). 
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of ion trap CID product ion spectra derived from the [M-H2O]+ ions 

generated (a) via ion/ion reaction between deprotonated SB-HOBt and [YRARG+2H]2+ and 

(b) CID of [YRARG+H]+.  
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Figure 2.14 Comparison of ion trap CID results from [M+6H-H2O]6+ ions derived from ion/ion 

reaction (top) and ion trap CID of the [M+6H]6+ion (bottom).  
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Scheme 2.1 Process leading to the formation of the [M-H2O]+ ion from the ion/ion covalent 

reaction followed by loss of isocyanic acid. 
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Figure 2.15 a) Post ion/ion reaction spectrum of [M+7H]7+/[SB-HOBt-H]- showing residual 

unreacted [M+7H]7+ and electrostatic complex generated by attachment of the reagent anion to 

the cation.  b) Ion trap CID of the electrostatic complex without prior removal of 
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Figure 2.16 Ion trap CID spectrum of the [M+sulfobenzoyl]6+covalent adduct generated by the 

experiment of Figure S 2.5(b). (M=Ubiquitin) 
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Figure 2.17 Comparison of ion trap CID results from [M+6H-H2O]6+i/i rxn (top) and [M+6H-

H2O]6+CID ion (bottom). (M = Ubiquitin) Water loss ions with major differences in relative 

abundances in the top versus bottom spectrum are labeled in blue font where water loss 
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Figure 2.18 Ubiquitin sequence showing products of CID of the [M-H2O]6+ from the ion/ion 

reaction and [M+6H-H2O]6+ formed from CID 
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 GAS PHASE CROSS-LINKING OF PROTEIN 

COMPLEXES VIA ION/ION REACTIONS 

Crosslinking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) has grown as method to gain insight to the three-

dimensional structure of proteins and protein complexes. This method uses reagents to covalently 

modify side chains of amino acid residues and, provided two residues are within a reagent’s length, 

link two residues to one another. This allows for determination of which residues are within 

proximity to each other and, when combined with other techniques, can offer spatial structural 

information. Typically, these reactions are performed in solution and previously a method has been 

developed to reproduce similar results in the gas phase, albeit with a monomer protein system. The 

merits to performing this reaction in the gas phase are higher degree of control and throughput and 

reduced ambiguity. Here a method is shown to perform this reaction in the gas phase with dimer 

protein complexes.  

3.1 Introduction  

Crosslinking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) has grown to be a well-established method to 

probe the structure of proteins and protein complexes.[1–4] This tool is especially powerful when 

other methods such as x-ray crystallography or cryogenic electron microscopy are incompatible 

with the protein system of interest.  XL-MS has allowed researchers to pinpoint the distance 

between two residues by covalently binding the side chains of two residues. This is performed in 

solution and gives insight into the three-dimensional structure of the analyte as reactions can only 

occur within the length constraint of the crosslinker.[5]   

Some of the struggles with crosslinking mass spectrometry arise from the optimization of 

solution conditions. A crosslinking experiment requires incubation of a protein or several proteins 

when investigating protein networks. This can lead to multiple types of crosslinks to occur such 

as type 0 (dead end) or type 1 (intra-linked) crosslinked peptides.74] Many crosslinking reagents 

used in these studies use facile reactions between NHS esters and nucleophilic sites.  Previous 

experiments with NHS esters have shown gas phase reactivity to unprotonated lysine and arginine 

side chains but no reactivity to protonated residues. These reagents can be subjected to negative 

electrospray and form doubly and singly deprotonated anions. Previously, the utility of gas-phase 
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crosslinking has been shown to allow for higher amounts of user control and to obtain comparable 

data to crosslinking reactions performed in solution.[6–8] This method utilized gas-phase ion/ion 

reactions to mass select charge states of protein cations and mutual store these ions with anionic 

crosslinkers. This resulted in the oppositely charged ions to form a long-lived electrostatic complex. 

Collisional activation of this complex resulted in covalent modification of the analyte provided 

there was an unprotonated reactive site.  Subsequent activation of the crosslinked analyte resulted 

in a mixture of fragment ions and crosslinked fragment ions.  

 These previous experiments were monomer protein units or peptides but there are many protein-

protein interactions and protein complexes formed. These interactions and complexes dictate many 

biological functions within a system so understand the structures of protein complexes are 

pertinent to understanding their function. This demonstrates a necessity to determine the feasibility 

of performing these reactions on protein complexes. Here we show, gas phase crosslinking of 

protein complexes using homobifunctional NHS crosslinker Sulfo-EGS to crosslink homo- and 

hetero- dimer protein complexes. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials  

Ubiquitin 

Ubiquitin from bovine erythrocytes were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 

USA). Solutions were made in in 50:50 (vol:vol) methanol:water at a concentration of 100 µM to 

allow for dimer formation. 

Trypsin and Aprotinin  

Trypsin and Aprotinin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). 

Solutions were made in 150 mM ammonium acetate at concentrations of 10 µM. 

Reagents  

The crosslinker ethylene glycol bis(sulfosuccinimidyl succinate) (sulfo-EGS) was 

purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (Rockford, IL, USA). Sulfo-EGS was dissolved in 
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50:50 (vol:vol) methanol:water at 5 mM. ammonium acetate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO). Methanol, and acetic acid were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Fairmont, NJ). 

3.2.2 Mass Spectrometry  

Experiments were performed using a TripleTOF 5600 System (SCIEX, Concord, ON, 

Canada). This instrument was previously modified to perform ion/ion reactions [9]. Anions and 

cations were sequentially injected via alternatively pulsed nano-electrospray ionization (nESI). 

First, cationic protein complexes are injected, isolated in Q1, and transferred and stored in q2. Next, 

anionic crosslinker ions are injected, isolated in Q1, and transferred to q2[10]. The ions were 

mutually stored in the q2 reaction cell for 10–1000 ms to allow for ample complex formation. The 

electrostatic complex was isolated stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) 

isolation.[11, 12] This isolation method using a custom waveform applied to the rods in q2 to 

applies a voltage to frequencies of unwanted ions to eject them from q2. Once isolated ions were 

subjected to resonance excitation (ion trap CID) to covalently modify the protein complex. Once 

the complex was modified, a second custom waveform was applied to perform tandem MS to 

determine the modification site. Fragment ions from activation of the complex mass analyzed via 

orthogonal time-of-flight (TOF) and data analysis was performed manually.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Ubiquitin 

It has been shown that nonspecific dimers can form simply by increasing the concentration 

of analyte. This is demonstrated is Figure 3.1 which shows an isolated [M+4H]4+ with residual 

peaks of [M+3H]3+ and [M+5H]5+. The presence of these residual charge states are due to presence 

of dimer, which overlaps with the 4+ charge state of the monomer, undergoing activation. 

Evidence for the presence of dimer (D) is shown in the inset which shows a zoomed image of the 

[M+4H]4+. In the inset, the shaded regions show isotopic spacing corresponding to [D+8H]8+. The 

activation from the rF/DC isolation in q1 is sufficient to disrupt the noncovalent interactions 

maintaining the complex. This activation reduced the signal of the dimer therefore the [D+9H]9+ 

was isolated because there was not spectral overlap at that m/z and it allowed a wider isolation 

reducing collisional activation. Unfortunately, residual charge states were still present but lower 
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abundance. (not shown) The reaction was allowed to proceed due to subsequent isolation steps 

removing unwanted species.  

The [D+9H]9+ was stored in q2 and the crosslinker Sulfo-EGS was injected . The doubly 

deprotonated crosslinker denoted as [Sulfo EGS-2H]2- isolated in q1 shown Figure 3.2, and 

mutually stored in q2 with the protein complex. This resulting spectrum is shown Figure 3.3 where 

multiple attachments of the reagent can be observed (labeled in red). This workflow calls for 

isolation of the single attachment of the reagent ion and this was accomplished using SWIFT 

isolation. SWIFT isolation requires a supplemental AC waveform to be applied using a waveform 

generator. Custom waveforms were prepared using MS Devices (additional software provided by 

Sciex). Once applied unwanted species were ejected from the trap with only the electrostatic 

complex [D+9H+Sulfo EGS]7+ shown in Figure 3.4.  This shows the utility of SWIFT as rf/DC 

isolation of the noncovalent protein complex resulted in dissociation of the complex. While using 

SWIFT isolation in q2, the electrostatic complex can be isolated with no evidence of residual 

heating. After isolation, [D+9H+Sulfo EGS]7+ was subjected to CID to covalently modify the 

protein complex. Upon collisional activation the complex does undergo dissociation and multiple 

products are observed shown in Figure 3.5. The complex forms two separate populations 

corresponding to each of the monomers with some peaks electrostatically bound to the reagent, 

covalently modified, or monomer without Sulfo EGS. Each of the products possess a 

complementary ion pair with pairs shaded blue or green. Although these products reduced the 

overall signal, there was a small portion of the electrostatic complex the underwent covalent 

modification and maintained the protein complex (shaded red). This product is assumed to be the 

result of two neutral losses of the Sulfo NHS moiety similar to previous studies.[67, 76] This 

neutral loss occurs when a nucleophilic reaction occurred driven by collisional activation and the 

Sulfo NHS acts as a leaving group. Once again isolation was performed, using a second waveform 

generator with a custom waveform to isolate the covalently modified protein complex. Once 

isolated (not shown) the modified protein complex was subjected to ion trap CID to fragment the 

complex. This spectrum is shown in Figure 3.6 where b- and y- fragment ions are observed as well 

as complementary fragment ions possessing the mass of the crosslinking reagent and an intact 

monomer of ubiquitin. This demonstrates that although much of the signal is lost due dissociation 

of the complex, the sensitivity of this method allows for enough to perform this reaction in the gas-

phase.  
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3.3.2 Trypsin & Aprotinin 

This reaction was applied to trypsin (T), a proteolytic digestive enzyme, and aprotinin, a trypsin 

inhibitor. These two proteins when in solution form a noncovalent complex with aprotinin (A) 

inhibiting tryptic digestion. This heterodimer complex (AT) was subjected to the method above 

beginning with isolation of the [AT+11H]11+. Afterwards the complex was mutually stored with 

[Sulfo EGS+2H]2- and the electrostatic complex was formed and isolated using SWIFT isolation. 

(not shown) After isolation the electrostatic complex [AT+11H+Sulfo EGS]9+ was subjected to 

ion-trap CID. Upon CID the complex dissociates in similar fashion to the ubiquitin dimer complex 

however there are a few notable differences. Shown in Figure 3.7 the CID spectrum of the 

electrostatic complex results in two charge state populations for each species. The aprotinin and 

trypsin both show some peaks electrostatically bound to the reagent, covalently modified, or 

monomer without Sulfo EGS like ubiquitin. The presence of an additional charge state for each of 

the components of the complex suggest that there is variation in the charge partition of the 

complex. This complex also required a second CID step to form the covalent product as there is 

only a single neutral loss as opposed to two as seen in the case of ubiquitin. Nonetheless after an 

additional step of CID there was a second neutral loss corresponding to loss of the Sulfo EGS 

moiety inferring covalent modification. CID of the modified protein complex was less informative 

as there was mostly only small neutral loss resulting in a mostly unfragmented complex shown in 

Figure 3.8. This spectrum shows the lack of fragment and complementary fragments observed 

compared to ubiquitin. It is likely the disulfide bonds present in both trypsin (six) and aprotinin 

(three) are preventing extensive fragmentation as CID does not fragment these bonds. In this case, 

crosslinking in the gas phase would not be applicable without reduction of the disulfide that 

maintains protein structure. This seems to be a limitation of this method when applied to complexes 

that require disulfide linkages however more experiments are needed to confirm.  

3.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion,  gas-phase crosslinking reaction can be applied to protein complexes however, 

care must be taken to preserve the complexes. These noncovalent interactions can be fragile, and 

instrument parameters must be optimized for each system. SWIFT isolation has shown promise to 

circumvent the complex loss due to collisional heating from rF/DC isolation. When applying this 
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method to more complex systems like the heterodimer trypsin and aprotinin additional challenges 

like disulfide bridging which prevents fragmentation. Future work should investigate a 

heterodimer system that has no or very few disulfide bonds.  A heterodimer to attempt this method 

on is barnase and barstar which is an enzyme and an inhibitor system with masses of ~12 kDa and 

10 kDa, respectively. [13] Also the implementation of an additional activation technique that can 

cause fragmentation in the presence of disulfide bonds.  
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3.6 Figures  

 

Figure 3.1 Shows a MS spectrum with the isolation of the [monomer+4H] and [dimer+8H]8+ of 

ubiquitin (inset Zoom in of the isotopic distribution confirming dimer formation)   
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Figure 3.2 Shows rf/DC isolation of the double deprotonated crosslinker Sulfo EGS 
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Figure 3.3 Shows the mutual storage of the [D+9H]9+ and [Sulfo EGS-2H]2-leading to formation 

of the electrostatic complex [D+9H+Sulfo EGS]7+ 
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Figure 3.4 Shows SWIFT isolation of electrostatic complex [D+9H+Sulfo EGS]7+ in q2  
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Figure 3.5 Shows the CID spectrum of electrostatic complex [D+9H+Sulfo EGS]7+ resulting in 

dissociation of the protein complex (complementary pairs shaded in blue and green) and covalent 

modification (shaded in red) 
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Figure 3.6 Shows the CID spectrum of modified complex [D+9H+Sulfo EGS-2Sulfo NHS]7+ 

resulting in fragment ions and complementary crosslinked monomer and peptide fragments  
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Figure 3.7 Shows the CID spectrum of electrostatic complex [AT+11H+Sulfo EGS]9+ resulting 

in dissociation of the protein complex (complementary pairs shaded in yellow and orange) and 

loss of a Sulfo NHS moiety 
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Figure 3.8 Shows the CID spectrum of modified complex [AT+11H+Sulfo EGS-2Sulfo NHS]9+ 

resulting neutral losses 
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 DEVELOPMENT OF NEGATIVE MASS ANALYSIS OF 

MACROMOLECULAR ANALYTES VIA MULTIPLY CHARGED ION 

ATTACHMENT (N-MAMA-MIA) FOR MASS DETERMINATION OF 

PROTEIN COMPLEXES 

Advances in so-called ‘native’ mass spectrometry, whereby nano-electrospray ionization 

(nESI) is applied to solutions as close to physiological conditions as possible, continue to increase 

the sizes of biological complexes that can be subjected to mass spectrometry.  However, many 

challenges are associated with generating accurate mass information from ions derived from 

biological complexes.  Among these is the inherent heterogeneity of large protein complexes due 

to post-translational modifications to components in the complex, wide isotopic distributions, 

extensive salt adduction, and incomplete desolvation.  The resulting mass spectra often have poorly 

resolved charge state envelopes with relatively few charge states, thereby complicating the 

assignment of charge and, as a result, mass. This is an issue that is present for both positively and 

negatively charged complexes. Recently, we have described a technique using ion/ion reactions to 

obtain mass information from high mass positively charged ions by adduction of multiply charged 

anions. Here we demonstrate a similar approach for the mass measurement of negatively-charged  

native protein complexes using positively charged ion attachment. This method incorporates 

SWIFT isolation and demonstrates the utility of gas phase ion/ion reactions for macromolecular 

mass analysis of anionic protein complexes through attachment of multiply-charged protein 

cations. 

4.1 Introduction  

As native mass spectrometry pushes the envelope to analyze larger and more complex protein 

systems, there is a need for further technology development to allow for the measurement of highly 

heterogeneous systems. It has been shown that as proteins enter the gas-phase, depending on 

solution conditions, higher-order structures of the native complex are preserved at some level. [1, 

2] While native MS has proven to be a useful tool in structural biology, spectral overlap remains 

a significant challenge in the analysis of complexes that approach or exceed MDa masses.  A native 

MS experiment begins with nano-ESI of a solution containing the complex of interest.  As ESI 

generally produces a distribution of multiply-charged ions, mass measurement requires the 
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assignment of charge so that mass can be determined.  Charge state assignment in native MS 

generally relies on generating a series of mass-to-charge measurements in which adjacent charge 

states differ by known intervals of mass and charge.  (In the vast majority of cases, charge differs 

by +/- 1 unit charge while the mass is often assumed to differ by that of a proton.)  Spectral overlap 

is caused by the reduction of spacing between adjacent charge states. This is typically caused by 

non-covalent adductions and/or the heterogeneity of proteins due to post-translational 

modifications. These factors can cause mass spectra to become highly convoluted and form large 

unresolved signals making accurate mass and charge assignment difficult or impossible.  Even the 

highest resolving mass analyzers cannot resolve closely spaced charge states for highly 

heterogeneous systems.[3] An added complexity for the high resolution Orbitrap and FT-ICR 

analyzers is the fact that resolution decreases as (m/z)-½ and (m/z)-1, respectively.  A characteristic 

of native MS is that nESI typically generates ions of high m/z (e.g., often extending to a few tens 

of thousands).  Hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometers are often used in 

native mass spectrometry because TOF has a very wide mass range and the resolution is roughly 

independent of mass-to-charge ratio.  However, the charge state overlap and charge state 

assignment is challenging for any form of mass analysis as the size and heterogeneity of the 

complex increases.  To address some of the limitations to charge state determination, ion/ion 

reactions have been developed.[4–6]Typically, proton transfer reactions (PTR) are the simplest 

way to reduce spectral overlap.  Unfortunately, for MDa sized heterogeneous complexes the m/z 

spacings between charge states that differ by +/- 1 are too small to resolve when the mass 

distribution (i.e., heterogeneity) is wide. These reactions spread the signal across a wide m/z range 

resulting in a poorly resolved peak or “blob” shifting to higher m/z but remaining unresolved.   To 

address the limited spacings between adjacent charge states in native MS, we developed an 

approach that gives large spacings between adjacent charge states by attaching a multiply-charged 

ion of known mass and charge to a high mass complex.[7] We have named the approach Mass 

Analysis of Macro-molecular Analytes via Multiply-charged Ion Attachment (MAMA-MIA). This 

method generates MDa protein complexes via native nESI and reacts them with multiply charged 

reagent ion of the opposite polarity. The reagent ions attach non-covalently to the protein complex 

and reduce the charge by a known Δz while increasing the mass by a known Δm. These changes 

are predictable based on the mass and charge of the reagent and upon attachment allows one to 
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determine the mass of the complex [7].  In the case of a negatively charged analyte complex, the 

m/z value for a given charge state is given by: 

 

𝒎 𝒛𝟏⁄ =
𝑴−𝒏𝒙

𝒏
          (4.1)  

 

where M is the mass of the neutral molecule, n is the charge state, and x is the average mass of 

the cation that is removed from the complex (which is usually a proton from deprotonation of an 

acidic site).  The m/z value of the product generated by the attachment of a single reagent of 

mass = Δm and charge = Δz is given by: 

 

𝒎 𝒛𝟐⁄ =
𝑴−𝒏𝒙+𝜟𝒎

𝒏−𝜟𝒛
         (4.2)  

 

The magnitude of the charge on the initial analyte ion, n, is given by: 

 

𝒏 =
𝜟𝒛(𝒎 𝒛𝟐⁄ )+𝜟𝒎

(𝒎 𝒛𝟐⁄ −𝒎 𝒛𝟏⁄ )
         (4.3)  

 

The same relationship applies for any two adjacent attachment products such that M, the mass of 

the original complex represented by peak apex, can be determined from any of the attachment 

products via: 

 

𝑴 = (𝒎 𝒛(𝑵+𝟏)⁄ )(𝒏 − 𝑵∆𝒛) + 𝒏𝒙 − 𝑵∆𝒎      (4.4)  

 

where N is the number of attached reagent anions.  

The first step in this method involves the accumulation protein complex ions and isolation 

of a small population of the charge state envelope. This slice of the unresolved peak is reacted with 

a single charge state of the reagent ions.  Multiple attachments of the reagent ion can occur, 

depending upon the number of admitted reagent cations and the length of the mutual storage time. 

Multiple attachments provide advantages for mass determination as the error in charge 
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determination is reduced when charge states are spread over a wide m/z range.  Using the set of 

equations listed above and knowing the charge and mass of the reagent one can determine the mass 

of the complex.[8, 9]  Previously, this method has been applied to cationic ribosomal protein 

complexes ranging in mass from 0.8-2.4 MDa using negatively charged myoglobin reagents for 

mass determination.[7] 

The emphasis of this work is to develop reagent cations that can be used for the mass 

determination of negatively charged bio-complexes.  Protein anions generated by negative mode 

electrospray have been studied extensively in the past and there some notable differences between 

negatively and positively sprayed protein complexes.[2] One difference is that the average charge 

state of negatively sprayed native protein under native MS conditions is lower than that of its 

positively sprayed counterparts.[2] This has been hypothesized to result from differences between 

the charge carrier emission process available to negatively sprayed proteins relative to their 

positively sprayed counterparts.[2] There have also been studies to determine if the structures of 

negatively charged proteins differ from those of positively charged proteins [10]. These studies 

have shown that there is very little difference between the collisional cross sections of cation and 

anions generated from the same complexes. Interestingly, collision induced unfolding (CIU) has 

shown there are differences in how anionic and cationic species unfold.[10]This is speculated to 

be due to lower charge states resulting in lower Coulombic repulsion.  In certain instances, 

negatively sprayed proteins maintain oligomeric structures better than positively charged 

counterparts.[11]These instances can be facilitated by various detergents and other additives that 

maintain structures or reduce charge. These studies show there is merit in investigating negatively 

charged protein complexes and developing methods that can elucidate mass information as spectral 

complexity is still a concern for high mass structures. In this work, we describe several cationic 

reagents for use with anionic protein complexes and apply the MAMA MIA method to a negatively 

sprayed protein complex that exhibits poor spectral quality to reduce spectral complexity and 

obtain mass information. 
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4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials  

Sample preparation for native mass spectrometry of bio-complexes.  

Beta galactosidase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The lyophilized solid was 

reconstituted in a 150 mM ammonium acetate (Sigma Aldrich) buffer to create a stock solution at 

a concentration of 10 µM (calculated by using the mass of the tetramer). The sample underwent 

adduct removal, via centrifugation, a minimum of four times with the same buffer adjusted to pH 

7 using a 10 kilodalton (kDa) molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) Amicon Ultra 0.5 mL filter 

(Millipore Sigma). The recovered sample (17 µL) was diluted with the same buffer to achieve the 

same original concentration from the stock solution. GroEL (Sigma Aldrich) lyophilized powder 

preparation was described before in detail [8] E. coli 70S ribosome solution was purchased from 

New England Biolabs. The original sample, with an initial concentration of 13 µM, was constituted 

in a buffer containing 10 mM magnesium acetate, which is necessary for the 70S ribosome to be 

intact in the condensed phase. The sample preparation for the working solutions was described in 

detail previously [12] and modified accordingly. Briefly, the sample was buffer exchanged 8 times 

with 150 mM ammonium acetate and 0.5 mM, 10 mM magnesium acetate (Sigma Aldrich) with 

the same filter mentioned above.  

Reagent preparation  

Myoglobin, ubiquitin, and carbonic anhydrase were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The 

lyophilized solid was reconstituted in 50:50 H2O: Methanol with 1-5% glacial acetic acid at 10 

µM concentration. Denaturing conditions were used to ensure higher charge state formation.   

4.2.2 Mass spectrometry 

All experiments were performed on a TripleTOF 5600 hybrid QqTOF mass spectrometer 

(SCIEX, Concord, ON, Canada) which was previously modified for ion/ion reactions [13]. 

Alternatively-pulsed nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) allows for sequential injection of 

multiply deprotonated protein complexes and multiply protonated reagent proteins [14].  

Deprotonated analyte protein complexes were sprayed under native conditions and isolated in q2, 

using stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) isolation. Custom waveforms were 
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built and downloaded to waveform generators using MS Devices software (SCIEX). Reagent 

proteins were isolated in Q1 using rf/DC apex isolation.  The reagent proteins were sprayed under 

denatured conditions and were transferred to q2 for mutual storage with analyte protein complexes. 

The reagent ion number density was varied by altering the voltage and injection time to optimize 

these reactions. The ions were stored for 5-50 milliseconds in q2 for gas phase ion/ion reactions.[15] 

Mass analysis was performed using time-of-flight (TOF). 

4.2.3 Simulation 

Predicted mass spectra of ion/ion reaction products were calculated and plotted using a R 

Shiny app developed in our lab (https://mcluckey-apps.shinyapps.io/iirxnspeccalc/).  The analyte 

mass distribution is a normal distribution defined by a user defined mean and standard deviation.  

The user inputs a range of charge states for the analyte, and the relative intensities of the charge 

states are calculated from a user defined mean and standard deviation.  The reagent ion can 

similarly be defined with a mass and charge distribution; however, for the experiments in this 

publication, the reagent ion is limited to one charge state.  Additionally, the reagent ion has a 

number distribution which describes the extent of proton transfer or ion attachment. (Note that 

proton transfer is the same as ion attachment where the mass of the “attaching” reagent is −1 Da 

and the charge is −1.)  The number distribution is also a normal distribution with a user defined 

mean and standard deviation.  All possible masses and charges determined from the different 

number of reagent ions added to the analyte ion are calculated, and their ratios give the m/z values 

of the reaction products.  The relative intensities of reaction products are given by multiplying the 

corresponding relative intensities from the charge distributions and the reagent ion number 

distribution.  The widths of the product peaks are calculated by multiplying the variances (standard 

deviation squared) of the analyte and reagent ions that correspond to a particular reaction product 

and dividing it by the corresponding charge of that reaction product.  The resulting product peaks 

are plotted individually and their intensities are summed to give the total predicted spectrum. 
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Results and Discussion 

4.2.4 β-Galactosidase 

β-Galactosidase is a commonly studied protein that forms a homo-tetrameric complex with 

a mass of ~465.4 kDa. This complex facilitates the enzymatic digestion of lactose in biological 

systems. In Figure 4.1a shows the MS spectrum of an anionic β-Galactosidase complex from a 

native solution. The spectrum shows the tetrameric complex with charge states from 42- to 35-. 

Figure 4.1b shows incorporation of a SWIFT isolation step to mass select only a subset of the 

charge state envelope. Previously, isolation of these ions was performed using high resonance 

ejection amplitudes and varying the RF voltages to eject undesired ions from q2. This can cause 

instability as the frequency is inversely proportional to m/z so higher m/z values are more subject 

to off-resonance excitation. Therefore, applying a high resonance ejection amplitude for isolation 

can be difficult to optimize to prevent unwanted fragmentation. This is overcome by incorporating 

SWIFT isolation in q2. This method allows for high resolution isolation to be reproducible without 

changing rf voltages as evident in Figure 4.1c which shows a single charge state of β-

galactosidase. 

A single charge state or a distribution of charge states, as reflected in the panels of Figure 

4.1, can be subjected to the MAMA MIA experiment. As previously shown, multiply charged 

anions formed electrostatic complexes when introduced to native cationic protein complexes ions 

residing in the trap.[7] Analogous behavior is noted when using native anionic protein complexes 

and cationic reagents. However, the magnitudes of the charge states involved in the two different 

polarity combinations, i.e.,  positive native complex/negative reagent versus negative native 

complex/positive reagent, can As mentioned above, protein ions are generally formed at lower 

absolute charge states in the negative mode than in the positive mode.[2]  In the case of native 

protein complexes, an example is shown in Figure 4.2, which compares positive and negative 

mode nESI mass spectra of β-Galactosidase. The negatively charged ions have charge states from 

43- -37- while the positively charged ions have charge states of 48+-43+.  It is also generally the 

case that it is possible to produce more highly charged reagent ions under denaturing conditions in 

the positive mode compared to negative mode.[16] The MS spectrum of the reagent apo-

myoglobin (evident by the loss of heme denoted by an asterisk) is shown in Figure 4.3. The 

isolation of the 15+ charge state and 20+ charge state is shown in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b, 

respectively.  The net effect of these differences is that it is generally easier to achieve greater 
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changes in m/z upon each reagent ion attachment with the negative native complex/positive 

reagent combination. An example of a negative native complex/positive reagent ion attachment 

experiment is shown in Figure 4.5a, where the single 37- charge state of β-Galactosidase is reacted 

with 15+ charge state of apo-myoglobin (myo).  There are two attachments visible in this spectrum 

corresponding, in each case, to a charge reduction of 15 charges and an increase in mass equivalent 

to myoglobin (~17 kDa). In Figure 4.5b the 37- charge state is reacted with the [myo+20H]20+ ion, 

which shows only a single attachment as the next attachment would be a charge inverted complex. 

(Charge inversion upon attachment of multiply-charged cations is discussed further in Chapter 5.)  

In both cases, there are low abundance signals one charge state above and below the dominant 

charge-attachment product. These additional charge states likely arise from incomplete ejection of 

the charge states adjacent to those of the reagent or analyte. Figure 4.5c shows an ion/ion reaction 

between the entire charge state envelope of β-Galactosidase reacted with [myo+15H]15+ under 

similar reaction conditions used for the experiment of Figure 4.5a.  Increasing number of charge 

states, and therefore the total negative charge, of the analyte results in a lower relative contribution 

from the addition of two reagent cations.  The increase in total negative charge can be compensated 

for by adding more reagent cations (data not shown).  These data of Figure 4.5 demonstrate the 

utility of performing MAMA-MIA ion/ion reactions in the negative analyte mode. 

4.2.5 GroEL Chaperonin  

GroEL is a tetradecamer chaperon protein complex that assist in folding of other 

polypeptides when a biological system is under stress. The monomer mass is ~57 kDa, when 

assembled the nominal mass of the complex is ~802 kDa.[17–19]  When GroEL is sprayed under 

native conditions in the negative mode, the spectrum shows a charge state envelope with charge 

states from 57--50- shown in Figure 4.6. The mass determined from this charge state distribution 

is approximately 807 kDa. The discrepancy from the mass shown here and masses reported 

elsewhere is likely due to residual neutral species being maintained through the desolvation 

process.[17–20] To obtain more highly charged ion attachment the reagent was altered to carbonic 

anhydrase. The MS spectrum of carbonic anhydrase denoted as (CA) is shown in Figure 4.7a with 

the isolation of the 20+ charge state (Figure 4.7b) and the 30+ charge state (Figure 4.7c) A 

MAMA-MIA reaction was performed by isolating the distribution of GroEL and reacting it with 

the 20+ charge state of carbonic anhydrase denoted as [CA+20H]20+. There are two attachments 
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observed reducing the overall charge of the complex by 20 charges and increasing the mass by 

~29 kDa with each attachment (shaded) shown in Figure 4.8a. This mass is further confirmed as 

the experiment was repeated with a 30+ charge state of carbonic anhydrase. This is shown in 

Figure 4.8b where only a single attachment is visible in this mass range. The mass calculated from 

the MAMA-MIA reaction confirms a mass value of 807 kDa. To obtain a mass value closer to 

literature values reported from positive native MS, instrument parameters were optimized to 

induce increased desolvation with higher collisional energy during ion transmission. The most 

drastic effects were seen in increasing the potential between the lens prior to the q2 reaction 

chamber and the DC rod offset applied to q2. This increase in collisional energy prior to the ion/ion 

reaction led to reduction of mass shown in Figure 4.9. This figure shows an overlay of the MS 

spectrum corresponding to increased collisional energy to obtain the 802 kDa mass and previous 

experiments corresponding to the 807 kDa measurement. This distribution was subjected to a 

MAMA-MIA reaction between [CA+30H]30+. Shown in Figure 4.10 (red trace) the MAMA-MIA 

reaction again confirms the reduced mass with the calculated mass is determined to be ~802 kDa. 

This result highlights the fact that the MAMA-MIA reaction reflects the mass of the complex, 

including any residual adducts, and does not impart high enough energy to remove adducts even 

at higher charge states. This demonstrates the importance of the optimization of desolvation and 

adduct removal prior to the MAMA MIA reaction to obtain accurate mass values (unless you are 

interested in a system with minimal activation, which will be shifted to higher mass and likely will 

show poorer resolution). It also validates the utility to maintain these noncovalent interactions in 

the gas phase to determine masses of noncovalent interactions that remain after the transition into 

the gas-phase. The MAMA-MIA reaction allows for the masses to be measured in both cases.  

4.2.6 Ribosome 30S/50S 

The E. Coli ribosome is an inherently heterogeneous complex comprised of two subunits 

(30S, 50S) that form the intact ribosome complex (70S). In total, the 70S complex contains three 

large nucleic acid strands and roughly sixty proteins.[21]  Some of the protein components are 

very weakly associated with the complex and are often missing.  In native MS studies, ions of the 

30S, 50S and 70S complexes are all observed when high concentrations of Mg2+ ions are 

present.[12]  At low concentrations, the 70S complex is usually absent.  Both 30S and 50S 

components when analyzed in the positive mode using MAMA MIA showed multiple mass 
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components related to the presence or absence of smaller proteins within the complex.[7] The MS 

spectrum of this analyte often exhibited poor desolvation shown in Figure 4.11a only with high 

collisional energy upon injection offering improved resolution. It is only under these conditions in 

the negative mode are charge states clearly visible and a mass can be determined. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.11b which shows a MS spectrum where injections were tuned for 

increased collisional energy. The collisional energy is sufficient to resolve the charge states of the 

30S (~800 kDa) however it also leads to loss of the 50S complex. These conditions often result in 

reduced signal therefore requiring increased averaging and longer analysis. A MS spectrum 

obtained under gentler conditions with increased Mg2+ is shown in Figure 4.11c. Under these 

conditions the proteins are heavily adducted with the heterogeneity preventing mass assignment 

however the intact 70S is observed. It is important to note the intact 70S ribosome was only visible 

with the 10mM magnesium (Mg2+) acetate concentration. The lower showed no evidence of intact 

70S ribosome complex. Figure 4.11 This spectrum shows a more typical analysis optimized for 

higher signal intensity than rather than resolution.  

Under optimal conditions, it is possible to tune instrumental parameters to obtain a higher 

resolution MS spectrum shown in Figure 4.12 where the 50S is observed with resolved charge 

states at low Mg2+ concentration. SWIFT isolation of a population of the 30S ribosome is shown 

in Figure 4.13. The insert shows at least three components. Figure 4.14 shows A MAMA MIA 

reaction between the isolated population of 30S ribosome and a 10+ ubiquitin reagent denoted as 

[ubi+10H]10+. The insert shows adequate separation of the components with masses determined to 

be 800.8±1 kDa, (blue triangle) 858±2 kDa, (orange diamond) and 767±3 kDa (red circle). The 

masses correspond to combinations of proteins that typically interact with this complex described 

previously.[7] These masses are slightly smaller than the masses measured in the positive mode. 

This is likely due the increased collisional energy driving off more neutral species.  This 

demonstrates the subtle mass differences that can be seen reiterating the importance of negative 

mode analysis.  

  When sprayed under negative conditions the 50S subunit exhibited poorer desolvation 

compared to the 30S subunit. This is likely due to the combination of higher mass and increased 

heterogeneity. Upon isolation of a slice of the charge state distribution centered around 25000 m/z. 

Shown in Figure 4.15. there are very few discernible features in this isolated peak. This isolated 

slice was subjected to mutual storage with [CA+20H]20+shown in Figure 4.16. In this spectrum 
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two attachments are observed however an accurate mass measurement cannot be determined due 

to poor spectral quality. A rough estimate of 1,634±14 kDa (shown in blue) and 1,804±1 kDa 

(shown in orange) based on the tops of discernible peaks in the precursor and attachment peaks. 

can be determined using m/z values corresponding to the top of each distribution. These masses 

are significantly larger than reported in literature likely due to heavy adduction. This does 

demonstrate the capability of the MAMA MIA reaction obtain a mass measurement from a blob 

with an unknown mass and charge. More work is needed to optimize instrument parameters for 

increased desolvation and solution preparation to remove contaminants and potential adducts to 

obtain accurate mass. 

4.3 Conclusion  

In conclusion, we demonstrate that MAMA-MIA can be applied to negatively charged protein 

complexes to overcome charge state overlap and obtain mass information. As stated previously, 

with each attachment the spectral overlap is reduced which decreases the ambiguity in mass and 

charge assignment. There are two noticeable benefits with performing these reactions in the 

negative mode. First negative complexes have been shown to have lower average charge than 

positive counterparts. Secondly, using positive cations provides access to higher charged reagent 

ions compared to negative protein ions. This allows larger spacing between the m/z of precursor 

and sequential attachments. The addition of SWIFT isolation allows MAMA-MIA reactions to 

be performed on mass selected analytes at higher m/z values. Here we show evidence of two 

stable populations of GroEL that exist, corresponding to both the 807 and 802 kDa masses. The 

biological significance of this larger population was not explored as that was outside the scope of 

this work.  We postulate that while each individual system is different, GroEL under native 

conditions requires collisional activation in the negative mode to drive off neutral species. In the 

case of the ribosomal protein 30S, this species is able to survive the high collisional energy to 

drive off adducts giving rise to smaller mass measurements compared to those in positive 

mode.[7] The measurement of these components show the ability of the MAMA MIA reaction to 

tackle heterogeneity and spectral overlap. In the case of the 50S, where signal intensity was 

prioritized over resolution, a rough mass measurement was obtained.  This demonstrates the 

utility of MAMA MIA to potentially screen unresolved blobs when instrument optimization has 

been exhausted.  
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4.5 Figures 

 

Figure 4.1a.) a MS spectrum of β-Galactosidase tetrameric complex from a negative nanoESI 

source. b.) Shows incorporation of SWIFT isolation of a group of charge states. c.) shows 

SWIFT isolation of the 37- charge state of the β-galactosidase 
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Figure 4.2 Mass spectra of the charge state envelope of β galactosidase in positive mode(black) 

and negative mode(red) 
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Figure 4.3 The MS spectrum of myoglobin sprayed under denaturing conditions showing charge 

states between 23+ and 12+ * and m/z of 616 denotes loss of the heme group 
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Figure 4.4 Shows the isolation of the a.) 20+ charge state and b.)15+ charge state of apo-

myoglobin 
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Figure 4.5 Shows the ion/ion reaction between a.) the 37- charge state of β-Galactosidase and 

[myo+15H]15+b.) the 37- charge state of β-Galactosidase and [myo+20H]20+c.) the entire 

charge state envelope of β-Galactosidase and [myo+15H]15+ 
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Figure 4.6 A mass spectrum of GroEL chaperonin sprayed in the negative mode showing charge 

states from 57- to 50- 
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Figure 4.7 Shows the a.) MS spectrum of carbonic anhydrase under denaturing conditions and 

the rF/DC isolation of the 20+ charge state and c.) the 30+ charge state. 
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Figure 4.8 Shows a MAMA-MIA reaction between the charge state envelope of GroEL and a.) 

[CA+20H]20+b.) [CA+30H]30+ 
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Figure 4.9 A overlay of mass spectra of GroEL chaperonin sprayed under negative mode 

obtained under low collisional energy upon injection (black) and high collisional energy (red) 
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Figure 4.10 4.10 MS spectrum of a MAMA-MIA reaction between GroEL and [CA+30H]30+ 

after changing increasing collisional energy with ion transmission (red trace) compared to 

previous conditions (black trace). Inset shows a zoomed view of the first adduction 
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Figure 4.11 Shows the MS spectrum of ribosomal proteins under native conditions with 

a.)"gentle" injection and transfer conditions, b.) “harsh” injection and transfer conditions to drive 

off adducts, and c.) with 10 mM Mg2+ to maintain the intact 70S complex 
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Figure 4.12 Shows a MS spectrum taken optimal conditions with ion desolvation allowing for 

observation of various components and charge states 
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Figure 4.13 Shows the SWIFT isolation of the 30S ribosome. The insert shows a zoomed 

spectrum of the isolated distributions with multiple components. 
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Figure 4.14 Shows the MAMA MIA reaction between the isolated charge state envelope of 30S 

and 10+ charge state of ubiquitin denoted as [Ubi+10]10+showing 2 attachments with the second 

attachment separating the three components denoted as 800 kDa, (blue triangle) 85 
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Figure 4.15  Shows the SWIFT isolation of the unresolved 50S ribosome under gentle 

conditions. 
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Figure 4.16 Shows a MAMA MIA reaction between an isolated distribution of the 50# ribosome 

and [CA+20H]20+ showing features give mass estimates of 1,634 kDa (blue) and 1,808 kDa 

(orange) 
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 CHARGE INVERSION OF LARGE PROTEIN 

COMPLEXES VIA MASS ANALYSIS OF MACROMOLECULAR 

ANALYTES VIA MULTIPLY-CHARGED ION ATTACHMENT(MAMA-

MIA) 

Gas-phase charge inversion reactions have been shown to assist in the analysis of many 

different analytes. Previously we have shown a method that drastic reduces of charge of native 

complexes in both positive mode and negative mode for mass determination coined (MAMA-

MIA). In the negative MAMA-MIA reaction, highly charged reagents require fewer attachments 

and can charge invert native complexes. Here we show charge inversion of negative native 

complexes via ion attachment. Using two native protein complexes we show charge inversion of 

both systems using myoglobin and carbonic anhydrase. Demonstrate the versatility of ion/ion 

reactions This method allows for positive mode analysis and the be correlated to negative mode 

spectra which can be useful for wide m/z calibration.  

5.1 Introduction 

Gas-phase charge inversion reactions have been shown to assist in the analysis of many 

different analytes.[65, 80–84] Typically, analytes are injected under the polarity that provides the 

highest ionization efficiency. Once ionized analytes are stored within the mass spectrometer and a 

reagent with higher overall charge is sequentially injected. Once both analyte and regent are 

mutually stored an ion/ion reaction can occur that can change the polarity of the analyte. This 

allows for the analysis to occur in a polarity more analytically beneficial. Previous experiments 

have shown benefits such as structural elucidation, signal improvement, and isomeric 

separation.[70]  

Recently ion/ion reactions have been utilized for mass determination of poorly resolved large 

native protein complexes by significant charge reduction. The method has been coined MAMA-

MIA as an acronym of Mass Analysis of Macromolecular Analytes via Multiply charged Ion 

Attachment.[85]  This method reduces spectral overlap allowing for mass determination by 

reacting an isolated distribution of the protein complex with a smaller multiply charged protein. 

The small protein will attach to the complex causing a shift in mass and reduction in overall charge. 
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This results in large shift in m/z and allows one to determine the original mass of the complex. 

This ion/ion reaction was also performed by spraying the native complexes under negative 

conditions. This allow regent protein ions to be sprayed in the positive mode under denaturing 

conditions. This significantly increases the charge state of the reagent ion allowing reduction of 

30+ charges in one attachment. An additional benefit is that negative native complexes have lower 

average charge states compared to positive counterparts. This presented a challenge as the number 

density of the reagent was sufficient to push the m/z of the precursor outside the range of the mass 

spectrometer. Optimization of the concentration and injection conditions of the reagent ion were 

necessary to prevent signal loss for mass determination. Interestingly, when performing this 

reaction with the number density sufficient to eliminate the signal, native complexes can be 

observed by changing the polarity of the instrument to positive mode.  In this work, we show the 

charge inversion of large native protein complexes from negative mode via ion attachment of 

denatured proteins. This experiment allowed for negative mode calibration at higher m/z values 

by comparing the charge inverted spectrum and a negative MAMA-MIA spectrum  

5.2 Experimental  

5.2.1 Materials  

Sample preparation for native mass spectrometry of bio-complexes.  

Beta galactosidase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The lyophilized solid was 

reconstituted in a 150 mM ammonium acetate (Sigma Aldrich) buffer to create a stock solution at 

a concentration of 10 µM (calculated by using the mass of the tetramer). The sample underwent 

adduct removal, via centrifugation, a minimum of four times with the same buffer adjusted to pH 

7 using a 10 kilodalton (kDa) molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) Amicon Ultra 0.5 mL filter 

(Millipore Sigma). The recovered sample (17 µL) was diluted with the same buffer to achieve the 

same original concentration from the stock solution. GroEL (Sigma Aldrich) lyophilized powder 

preparation was described before in detail [85] 
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Reagent preparation  

Myoglobin, carbonic anhydrase, proton sponge and cesium iodide were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. The lyophilized solid was reconstituted in 50:50 H2O: Methanol with 1-5% glacial 

acetic acid at 10 µM concentration. Denaturing conditions were used to ensure higher charge state 

formation. Cesium iodide and proton sponge were dissolved in water at concentration of 1 mg/mL 

5.2.2 Mass Spectrometry  

All experiments were performed on a TripleTOF 5600 hybrid QqTOF mass spectrometer 

(SCIEX, Concord, ON, Canada) which was previously modified for ion/ion reactions.[86] 

Alternatively-pulsed nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) allows for sequential injection of 

multiply deprotonated protein complexes and multiply protonated reagent proteins.[87]  

Deprotonated analyte protein complexes were sprayed under native conditions and isolated in q2, 

using stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) isolation.  Reagent proteins were 

isolated in Q1.  The reagent proteins were sprayed under denatured conditions and were transferred 

to q2 for mutual storage with analyte protein complexes. The ions were stored for 5-50 

milliseconds in q2 for gas phase ion/ion reactions.[42] Mass analysis was performed using time-

of-flight (TOF). 

5.3 Results and Discussion  

5.3.1 Cesium iodide for instrument calibration 

Optimization of instrument parameters and solution conditions are vital to method 

development of gas-phase ion/ion reactions. It is also critical to maintain instrument calibration in 

both polarities are all applicable m/z values. As the McLuckey group explores larger biomolecules, 

we ae continuously pushing the limits of our instruments. A recent example of this is the wide 

mass to charge range needed for the MAMA-MIA reaction, where data can fall between 5,000 and 

100,000 m/z. This raised a question of how well our instrument is calibrate these high m/z values?  

CsI clusters were analyzed over these wide ranges in both positive mode and negative mode 

to determine mass accuracy.[86] In positive mode, clusters reached m/z values approaching 20,000 

m/z engulfing the m/z values where native complexes and early MAMA-MIA products appeared. 

This allowed for confirmation of mass accuracy in the positive mode for the entire mass range. In 
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the negative mode the CsI cluster did not exceed m/z of 8,000 which is lower than the m/z of the 

native complex of pyruvate kinase. The spectrum of CsI taken in the negative mode is shown in 

Figure 5.1. This spectrum shows the need of an accurate measurement at higher m/z in the negative 

mode. Previously we showed proton transfer reactions as method to determine instrument 

limitations. In Figure 5.2 I show ion/ion reaction between β-galactosidase and proton sponge. In 

this spectrum multiple proton transfer reactions with charge reduced peaks reaching an upper limit 

of 60,000. Unfortunately, attachment ions in the MAMA-MIA reaction can surpass this limit in 

the negative mode.  Serendipitously when performing the MAMA-MIA reaction, the relative 

abundance of the 2nd attachment peak was significantly higher than the previous attachment and 

precursor. Due to the large disparity, it was suggested to check the positive mode while performing 

this reaction. Conveniently, the negative native complex had underwent a third and possible fourth 

attachment. This is shown in Figure 5.3 where the entire charge state envelope of β-galactosidase 

is reacted with the 20+ charge state of myoglobin (denoted as myo) with detection in the positive 

mode. This spectrum shows a wide range of charge states in the positive mode. Using this spectrum 

and the negative mode MAMA-MIA spectrum shown in the previous chapter calibration was 

performed.  

This experiment was repeated with a larger native complex GroEL (~800 kDa) and with a 

more highly charged reagent, 30+ charge state of carbonic anhydrase. This is shown in Figure 5.4 

where the partial charge state envelope of GroEL after two attachments and the entire envelope 

after three attachments are observed. The third attachment is like due to the presence of 

[2CA+30H]60+species. This is shown in the Figure 5.5 which shows the MS spectrum of carbonic 

anhydrase  where small dimer (shaded in blue) can be observed. This dimer population is likely 

what leads to the third attachment.  

 This experiment shows that large native complexes can be charge inverted and these 

reactions can be used for instrument calibration even across polarity and wide m/z ranges.   

5.4 Conclusions  

In conclusion, charge inversion of negatively sprayed native complexes is possible via ion 

attachment. The resulting ions produced can be altered by changing the charge state of the reagent 

to influence product ion m/z. This method would be most beneficial to frequency-based 

instruments such as orbitraps which is m/z limited to several tens of kilodaltons.[88] This method 
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could be applied to reduce the m/z to within operating range of an orbitrap for high resolution 

analysis.  
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5.6 Figures  

 

Figure 5.1 A MS spectrum of CsI in the negative mode 
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Figure 5.2 A spectrum showing a proton transfer reaction between beta galactosidase and proton 

sponge  
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Figure 5.3 A spectrum showing the entire charge state charge inverted Beta Galactosidase after 

three attachments (shaded in red) of [myoglobin+20H]20+ 
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Figure 5.4 A spectrum showing charge inverted GroEL after two (shaded in orange) and three 

attachments (shaded in red) of [carbonic anhydrase+30H]30+ 
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Figure 5.5 Shows the MS spectrum of carbonic anhydrase with dimer peaks shaded blue 
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